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Weather conditions and a series of
problems and delays hampered the
Murray Fire Department in ex-
tinguishing a fire which damaged five
apartments at the Embassy Apart-
ments complex Sunday morning.
The fire, which started in a down-
stairs furnace closet and spread to the
upstairs closet, did extensive fire and
water damage to the A section of the
gas-heated apartments.
The department was delayed when
the call was received at 3:52 a.m.
through the telephone operator.
Apparently the original caller became
excited and hung up or had a bad
connection. Even with the icy street
conditions, a fire truck was at the scene
within three minutes, according to Fire
Chief Jackie Cooper.
Chief Cooper said that by the time the
fire department arrived, the door of the
first floor furnace room was already
burned off. The fire had gone upstairs
to that furnace room, through the roof,
and was spreading through the ceiling
of the first floor apartments and the
floor of the second floor apartments.
Only a partition separated the up-
stairs and downstairs furnace closets in
the apartments, which were built in
1966. Chief Cooper said this morning,
"The apartments do not meet today's
fire standards. We are in the process of
taking photographs of the apartments
and trying to contact the owner." He
said he understood that the owner of the
apartments was an out-of-town con-
cern.
Some off-duty firemen had difficulty
in getting to the scene because of the
slick streets, and several had to be
picked up at their homes. The fire chief
indicated there was also some difficulty
in keeping the firemen suPplied with
masks and oxygen. Water lines to the
apartments broke, and water system
employees had to hunt in the snow to
find where to shut the water off.
Most residents of the affected
apartments were Murray State
University students who are not back in
town from the holiday break. Cooper
indicated that at least five of the
apartments cannot be lived in.
The fire was not fully extinguished
until 6:30 a.m., and the department
stayed on the scene until 8.
WINTER WONDERLAND — The snow and ice storms that covered the area over the past weekend created
beautiful scenery throughout the countryside as well as hazardous conditions for anyone who ventured out. This
scene was photographed on Olive Boulevard Sunday afternoon.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
Area Highways
Remain Slick
Slick.We couldn't even start in to grade
That word aptly describes driving those roads even if we wanted to,"
conditions today as Calloway County, - Sherwood Potts, county director of
along with the rest of Kentucky, digs -Kentucky Department of Tran-
out of a snow and ice storm that moiriei__Sportation's highway maintenance
through the area last weekend.
Freezing rain and sleet put in icy
glaze on top of up to four inches of snow
already on the ground during the
weekend, putting roads in ertemely
hazardous conditions.
A Kentucky State Police spokesman
early today called all roads in Western
Kentucky "extremely slick," adding
that "most roads are ice covered."
Most city, county and state
authorities reported a number of
fender-bender type mishaps on the ice-
covered roads.
Meanwhile, Calloway County Fire-
Rescue Squad headquarters, telephone
753-4112, and Murray Police, 753-1621,
are each coordinating weather
emergency operations in the county
and city today.
Weekend Ice, Snow Storms Dissipating, But
Forecasters Expect More Cold Air Iry State
By The Associated Press
The weekend ice and snow storms
that pelted Kesitudty over the weekend
have dissipated; but the state was
nonetheless expecting another dose of
winter weather today.
The National Weather Service
forecast called for a high pressure
system to push more cold air into
Kentucky today, keeping temperatures
below freezing and impeding the
melting of ice that covered the state on
Sunday. The NWS said that ice covering
across the state varied from one-half
inch to three-quarters of an inch.
Snow flurries were forecast early
today, with clearing and colder weather
expected later in the day. The overnight
forecast called for temperatures to dip
as low as zero in many parts of the
state, with highs Tuesday again ex-
pected to remain below freezing.
Despite low temperatures and
weekend storms, a special session of
the Kentucky General Assembly was
scheduled to open in Frankfort. The
session was to have begun last month,
but was postponed when record floods
covered the capital city and other
portions of the state.
Many legislators wondered Sunday
whether they would again have to
postpone the session, this time because
of winter weathers, But Gary Auxier,
Gov. Julian Carroll's press secretary,
said late Sunday there were no plans to
delay today's scheduled 1 p.m. start of
the General Assembly.
House Speaker William 'Kenton of
Lexington said Sunday night he was
"confident that sufficient numbers of
members will make it to the capital"
despite extremely hazardous driving
conditions across the state.
Those conditions didn't appear any
better this morning, according to state
police reports. 4.
Virtually all primary and secondary
roads were covered with a mixture of
ice and snow. Police reported that
Special Session Expected To
Start Devite Icy Conditions
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A special
session of the Kentucky Legislature
was to get underway today in an ice-
covered capital that was forced to close
Its doors to lawmakers last month
because of a record flood.
Many legislators wondered Sunday
whether they would again have to-- -
postpone the extraordinary session,
called by U. Gov. Thelma Stovall in
late November in Gov. Julian Carroll's
absence.
But Gary Auxier, the governor's
press secretary, said late Sunday there
were no plans to delay the scheduled 1
p.m. start of the General Assembly.
Carroll returned to Frankfort Sunday
from a five-day trip to Florida.
House Speaker William Kenton of
Lexington said Sunday night he was
"confident that sufficient numbers of
members will make it to the capital"
despite extremely hazardous driving
today's index















Clear and cold tonight with
lows from 5 to 10. Becoming
partly sunny Tuesday with highs
in the mid to upper 20s.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday calls
for a chance of snow Thursday
and Friday Cold through the
period with highs in the 20s and
.30s and lows in the 20s.
conditions across the state.
The session was to have begun Dec.
11, but severe flooding prompted
Carroll to postpone it for two days.
Lawmakers gathered and quickly
adjourned while the governor agreed to
recall the session for Monday.
When lawmakers do get down to
business, they face a 21-item agenda
that has more than doubled since Mrs.
Stovall called for surgery on state
property and utility sales taxes.
Carroll later added 15 items to the
call, including a proposal from banking
interests to allow state banks to charge
the same interest on loans of less than
$15,000 as federal banks now charge.
The governor, accusing his lieutenant
governor of aiming to further her
political nest in this spring's
Democratic gubernatorial primary,
has argued for two months with Mrs.
Stovall about where the state budget
may be trimmed to make way for the
tax cuts.
"Basically, it's Thelma's session"
said Auxier. "He's (Carroll) added
some items for several reasons — the
main ones being an attempt to get some
things in here that might have been
placed on a call next summer. . (and). 
the governor saw no reason why they
shouldn't go ahead and take these up.
As long as they're in session, they
might as well earn their bread."
Mrs. Stovall's staff worked over the
weekend trying to draw legislative
specific frameworks to carry out her
proposals. She has said the total tax
package would cost the state treasury
about $73 million.
But criticism from various segments
of the Legislature has continued over
Mrs. Stovall's failure to suggest
specific budget areas for the tax-cut
axe.
Jerry Bessinger, an aide to th,
lieutenant governor, said she may ha\,
See SESSION,
Page 12, Column 7
Carter Urging Development
Of Mobile Missile System
WASHINGTON (AP President
Carter reportedly will ask Congress
later this month for nearly $1 billion to
push development of a new long-range
mobile missile system designed to be
safe from a surprise Soviet attack.
Administration sources said the
budget requests will be made in an-
ticipation of probable decisions by April
on moving into full-scale development
of such a missile and on methods of
basing it. Some defense officials appear
to favor an airlaunched concept.
Although final U.S.-Soviet agreement
has not been reached on limiting
strategic nuclear weapons in the future,
defense officials say they are confident
they can proceed with development and
testing of an advanced mobile missile
regardless of the SALT negotiations
outcome.
There is general agreement in the
Pentagonlhat some kind of elusive new
mobile missile system, either land-or
airlaunched, will be essential by the
mid-1960s. That is when the present
force of LOOT Minuteman in-
tercontinental ballistic missiles,.
stationed in fixed underground bases,
are expected to become vulnerable bi
possible destruction if Russia should
launch a surprise attack with its in-
creasingly accurate missiles.
Uncertainties and disputes over how
to base the new missile have twice
caused the administration to delay
advancing the project into full-scale
development.
The effect of this has been to dela
the earliest deployment date until about
1966. Defense specialists argue the
United States can not afford further
delay.
Administration sources, who asked
not to be named,-said Carter will as!,
Congress for about $270 million as
supplementary appropriation that
could be used to move ahead with the
missile project this fiscal year, which
ends Sept. 30.
traffic was light as most motorist
decided not to brave the elements until
absolutely necessary.
,'Peopie-this year have been smart
and stayed home," said a state police
spokesman at Frankfort. "Over the
weekend, we did have several ac-
cidents, mostly in the Dry Ridge area
and in Mayfield. And near Madison-
ville, we had a few tractor trailer rigs
jackknifed on the Pennyrile Parkway."
Louisville's Standiford Field was
closed to air traffic for a time Sunday
as work crews tried to clear runways
and taxiways of ice that 'impeded
braking. The airport reopened Sunday
afternoon, but three airlines —
American, Piedmont and Allegheny —
cancelled all Sunday flights.
A Standiford Field spokesman said
that one runway and all taxiways were
clear early today, and traffic was
proceeding normally. A second runway
is still closed and crews were expected
to tackle that cleanup job early today.
Hundreds of Kentuckians remained
without electricity today after the
weekend storms caused power lines to
snap. Dozens of school systems called
off classes today.
Kentucky Utilities Company said
several thousand of its customers in
we and southwest Lexington were
without power Sunday. A break in a
main transmission line affected three
substations. Most power was restored
late Sunday.
In southcentral Kentucky, • at least
five thousand persons in Barren and
Hart counties spent Sunday without
electricity because of line mares in
State police reported a power outtagi-
... near London when two poles were cut -
down, apparently for use as firewood.
At least two weekend deaths were
believed to be weather-related.
Alm* driver was_ Wiled Sunday
night when the propane tanker he was
driving crashed and exploded at Hyden
just off the Daniel Bocce Parkway in
southeastern Kentucky.
The victim was not immediately
identified.
Sharon Lee Brock, 17, of Milltown,
was killed Sunday when the car in
which she was riding went out of control
and struck another car on ice-covered





A special meeting of the Murray
Independent School System Board of
Education will be held at 5:15 p.m.
Tuesday for the purpose of electing
officers for the 1979 year. The meeting
was called by Chairman Don Henry.
oThe Board Office Building at 814
Poplar St. will be the site of the
meeting. The board postponed the
election of officers at last Tuesday's
meeting because of the illness of a
board member.
GRINNING GARGOYLE — Thisgargoyle high atop Wilson Hall on Murray
State University's campus seems happy with the white hat supplied him by
mother nature over the weekend.
Step Photo Iv Gene McCutcheen
barn, said today. State crews, he said,
are putting cinders on hills and ice-
covered intersections. Crews Friday
spread salt on top priority roads but
Potts said that will not cause melting
until temperatures reach above the 20
degree Fahrenheit mark.
Potts said the ice glaze on area roads
"couldn't be cut even with a bulldozer."
County road maintenance supervisor
Rob Walston echoed Potts on the
condition of local roads. County crews
will be putting cinders on intersections
and roadways leading into most public
places. Walston said his crews tried to
grade some Saturday but gave up after
their efforts "just made the roads
worse."
Murray city street crews were also
out today in an effort to make streets
more driveable.
According to John Ed Scott, who
collects weather data for National
Weather Service, Calloway County
recorded five inches of snow and almost
one inch of ice in the weekend during
the weekend storm.
The storm that moved through the
area Saturday saddled trees with ice,
leading to a number of extended power
outages Sunday. Most of the outages
occurred in the-Calloway County
coverage area of West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corporation
i WKRECC). '
A WKRECC spokesman said large
portions of Calloway County were
without power at times Sunday.
Extended outages, he said, were
reported in the New Concord area
where power stayed off for over 12
hours.
"Our problem down in that area was
pine trees covered with ice," the
spokesman said. He said most of the
power outages started about 3 a.m.
Sunday with most WKRECC power
restored by early Sunday evening.
Murray Electric SysteM contended
with a number of spot oitages, ac-
cording to director Bill Barker. "We
\
had a few cases with problems of limbs
- on lines but we didn't have any ex-
tensive problems. One section of town
\- was out for a short while but the rest
were isolated cases," Barker said
- today.
', A fire-rescue squad spokesman said
. ',today volunteers with that department
handled a number of calls Sunday from
persons without power. The squad is
taking calls for emergency rides to the
hospital or to area nursing homes, plus
they will shuttle food and medicine
needed by those who can't get out.
A Murray city police spokesman said
the city is concentrating mainly on a
shuttle service for medical personnel to
work at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. VI,
Also the office of Calloway County
Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller will
take emergency calls at 753-2920, a
spokesman said today.
The ice-glazed roads have made
driving hazardous and have led to a
number of minor collisions both in
Murray and in the county. A city police
spokesman said city police have in-
vestigated 14 fender-benders since
Friday.
A Kentucky State Policeman, Joe
Oakley, was involved in a head-on
collision in Trigg County Friday about
12:30 p.m. on U.S. 68 near Golden Pond,
a KSP spokesman said today. The
driver of the other vehicle wasn't
identified. No one was injured in that
mishap, the spokesman said.
The first major winter storm of 1979
prompted a number of cancelled
meetings and closings today.
Murray Sanitation Department
scheduled no residential pickups today
but will attempt some business pickups
Murray State University scheduled a
work day as did Fisher-Price and
Tappan. Calloway Manufacturing was
closed.
Postal deliveries, both in the city and
in the county, were expected today.
Postal officials were asking that
patrons in town clean their sidewalks
while patrons in the county were asked
to clear snow away from their
mailboxes.
Calloway County Public Library and
Calloway County Health Department
were both closed today.
A spokesman for Flav-O-Rich Milk
Company said Dairymen Inc. milk
haulers were making their rounds
today although some are behind
schedule. "They're slipping and sliding
but they're getting there," a
spokesman said. .
Both Calloway County and Murray
city schools systems were closed today.




SEVENTH AND EIGHTH Grade Reading Students of Mrs. Eleanor Miller at Southvi'est Calloway Elementary School
used various visu41 aids when they presented their oral book reports during National Book Week. Students pictured
are, top left, Lori Windsor, seventh grade, top right, Micah Edwards, seventh grade, bottom left, Leland Steely as
Wyatt Larp, seventh grade, and bottom right, Lisa Gibson, eighth grade.
Spring Fashions- - - -
Dress Is Featured In Many
Fashion Ideas For Spring
NEW YORK (AP) - The
office dress, the glamour
dress, the suit-dress topped by
s jacket, the golden-oldie
movie star dress - the dress,
in its infinite variety, is back




fabrics all make the new
dresses very wearable and
more exciting than ever, they
point out.
But many American
women, after years of
-separates dressing," are
unaccustomed to shopping for
a dress at all, and selecting a
dress that's fashionable and
flattering may present a bit of
a problem, say the fashion
experts at the Fiber Infor-
mation Center. It's really
quite easy, they add.
A dress can be one of the
most figure-flattering of
garments in a woman's
wardrobe. It's all a matter of
knowing what to look for in















A MAN CAN FLY
SUPERMAN
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terms of fit, style and fabric.
The Fiber Information
Center offers these tips on
shopping for a dress.
-A dress can hide a
multitude of figure problems.
Its one-piece, one-color look
can minimize bulges and add
a look of length to the body.
Bulky, bunchy layers are a
thing of the past; this spring's
dresses will be pared down to
a leaner, more wearable
-shape and line.
-Prepare yourself for your
first dress-shopping ex-
pedition by checking a. variety
of fashion magazines for trend
information.. Read them for
reference, but don't feel you
must go to extremes unless
you feel comfortable with a
high-fashion look.
-Wider shoulders will, be a
fashion note this spring.
Either with padding or by
using tucks at the shoulder,
most designers will emphasize
the shoulders. The effett will
surprise you it can be a
slimming look and will help to
balance 11 heavy hipline.
.-Check the fabric care
labels when you shop. Many
luxurious-looking fabrics are
actually Made from easy-
care, manmade fibers like
polyester, so don't be put off
by a "pamperme" look: the
dress may even be machine
washable.
-Hemlines will go' shorter
for spring, especially in
designer lines. Seamed
Xi Alpha Delta Of
.0eta.Stgma Phi
Meets At Center
Mary Graves, president of
the Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi, presided at
stockings can be fun,
especially for younger women
who don't remember them
from the first time around,
ark textured or colored
pantyhose are another way to
add to leg interest.
• -Choose clearer, truer
colors this season. The musty
neutrals of last spring and
summer will be replaced by
flattering pastels. Hot, tangy
brights will make marvelous
accent colors.
-Fabrics will be a little
crisper than the floppy,
rumpled looks of last year.
Many of the "linen" looks are
fabrics of rayon or polyester,
sb they'll stay neat after a full
day's wear.
-Knife-pleated skirts will
be very important in fashion
dresses. Polyester or
triacetate fabric makes for
easy care, since these fibers
can be heatset to hold those
pleats permanently.
-Shop at a reliable store,
preferably one at which you're
known, to be sure they'll back
• you up if yeu're not totally
satisfied. It also helps to work
with salespeople who'll
honestly try to help you buy
what's suited to you. If you're
uneasy with sales clerks, take
along a friend whose taste you
trust.
Meeday, Jaanary
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church,
15th and Main Streets. For
information call 759-1792 or
753-9261.
Singles Unlimited is
scheduled to meet at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church at 710 p.m.
This is open to all single
adults, regardless of reason,
over 18 years of age.
New Concord Adult Farm
Class will begin at 7 p.m. at
the Murray Area Vocational
Center. This is open to all
-interested area farmers.
Annual Distributive
Education Clubs of America
(DECA) Conference will start
at 10 a.m. in the Student
Center, ' elt7ray State
Univers.,efore moving to
the E.C.ness Building for
competitive events. The
Awards Banquet will be at
4:30 p.m. in the Beshear
_. Gymnasium of the Student
Center.
Sigma, Department of.
Murray '4eejon's Club will
meet at 7:3070,1 at the club
house.
Tuesday, .1(anuary 9
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Graves
Hendon at 9 a.m., II with Mrs.
I. H. Key at 10 a.m., and III
with Mrs. Jim Kee at 2 p.m.
Woman's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at 1
p.m. at the church. A White
Elephant Auction Sale will be
held.
Baptist Men of Memorial
Church will meet at noon- at,
the Triangle Restaurant.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929.
Murray TOPS ( Take Off
Pounds' Sensibly) Club will
meet at the Health Center at 7
p.m. This is open to all in-
terested persons.
Quota Club is scheduled to
meet at the Triangle
Restaurant at 12 noon.
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will, meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Walt
Apperson at 10 a.m.; H with
Mrs. Ma Cancelled a at 2 p.m.;
IV with Mrs. Steve Shaw at
7:30 p.m.
FLAVORED DRINKS
Winston-Salem, N. C. (AP)-
U. S. sales of chocolate-
flavored powders and syrups-
which are mixed with milk or
water-hit the 8320 million
mark in 1977, an increase of 16
percent over 1976. Figures for
1978- are expected to show
another 20 percent jump,
according to RJR foods here.
Dr. La Verne Ryan Named
To Pi Omega Pi Council
Dr. LaVerne Ryan, since
1965 a member of the business
education faculty at Murray
State University, has been
elected to the national council
of Pi Omega Pi, a national
business education honorary
society.
the recent meeting held at the Elected along with business-
Ellis Community Center. -education educators from
, A mix Match fashion show eight stat
was presented by the mem-
bers which was a Ways and
Means project, led by Vicky
Holton, chairman.
Members present and
modeling their fashions were
ha Brown, Rheanetta
Coleman, Rowena Emerson,
Mary Graves, Linda Cochran, -
Vicky Holton, Debbie Lyons,
Shirley Martin, Wanda.





Omelanuk. and Glen a •
Wilson.
Shirley Martin and Li
Cochran were hostesses_ for_
the evening.
organization's- biennial
- meeting last week in San
Antonio, Tex., she will serve
during 1979-80 as the council's'
national organizer. Earlier,
she had served as the group's
national editor and its
secretary-historian.
A native of Blandville, Dr.
Ryan holds two degrees from
Murray State, where she is
coordinator of secretarial
science, and in 1975 was
awarded a doctor's degree in
education at the University of
Northern Colorado, Greeley.
Before coming to Murray
State, she taught at Barlow
High School, Evansville
College and Lindsay ilopkins
Vocational School in Miami,
Fla. She and her husband,
;> Charles have three grown
children.








- Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Vie
lodge hall. An initiation will be
held.
Lynn Grove Adult Farm
Class will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Murray Area Vocational--
Center. This is open to all _
interested area farmers.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as folios's: New
Providehce with Bonita
Williams; Paris Road with
Mattie Lee Buster at 1 p.m.;
Countryside, place and time
not announced.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet with Bobbie
Burkeen at 1:30 p.m.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet with Wanda Nolin.
Calloway County YF,.Aettes
will meet at the Murray
Vocational School at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, January 9
Murray State Lady Racers
will meet Tennessee Tech in a
basketball game at 7 p.m. in
the Murray State Fieldhouse.
Waterfield and Pogue
Libraries at Mur.-ay State
lIniversity will be open from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Waterfield and Pogue
Libraries at Murray State
University will be open from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Maryleona
Frost for br.,ikifast at
Triangle Inn, ?.ice Waters
with Mrs. Alexander,
and Bessie .cker with Mrs.
Max Brandon, all at 9:30 a.m.,
and Faith Doran in senior
youth room at 2 p.m.
Tuesday, January 9
Murray-Calloway County
Board of Realtors Directors
will meet at 9 a.m. at the




Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
Wednesday, January 19
The Murray-Calloway
County Board of Realtors will
meet at 11:30 a.m. it the
Triangle Restaurant.
Homemakers Clubs are
scheduled as follows: New
Concord with Mary Mon-
tgomery at 1 p.m.; Pottertown
at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 10 a.m.;
Pacers with Joan Brun at 9:30
a.m.
Ruth Wilson Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women is scheduled to meet
with Mrs. J. B. Wilson at 7:30
p.m.
Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m.
at the Triangle Restaurant.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
is scheduled at 1:30 p.m. at
Corvette Lanes.
Waterfield and Pogue
Libraries at Murray State
University will be open from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
read your column about
diverticulitis. Now, I, too,
hay; what the doctors call
the American diet disease.
But beyond checking me
every six months or so and
requiring barium tests, my
doctor hasn't really given
me any advice in regard to
diet. Your column men-
honed a Health Letter ore
diverticulosis and I would
greatly appreciate your
sending it to me. Also, do
you have any advice in ref-
erence to diet or what I
should do about my condi-
?
DEAR READER
• for those who may not know,
what diverticulosis is, it's'
those pockets of the colon
that are so frequent in mid-
dle age and in older people..
These are really little herni-
ations through the wall of
the colon. Each one looks
like a small appendix. In
fact, when one of these little
pockets gets inflamed, since
most of them are on the left
side, it's often referred to as
left-sided appendicitis.
Today most doctors be-
lieve that many people with
diverticulosis developed the
pockets because of in-
creased pressure inside the
colon. This, in turn, is cu-
ased by poor bowel habits,
specifially spastic colon and
constipation.
When the colon goes into a
spasm, its contents above
the area that is clamped off
by the spasm stretches like a
balloon. It's this constant
stretching and pressure
which may be a factor in
causing diverticulosis.
Now many people do have
these little pockets and have
no symptoms at all from the
diverticula. The symptoms
they have are usually re-
lated to the underlying,spas-
tic colon—
I am, sending you The
Health Letter number 54,--
Diverticulosis, that you
requested. Others who want
this issue can send 50 cents
with a long, stamped, self-
addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
The current idea about
diet for diverticulosis is to
increase the bulk in your
diet. You can do this by
using unrefined bran. You
can add it to fruit juice or
moisten it in any way that
suits you or add it to cereals
or whatever you wish.
Another approach is to use
Whole wheat cereals avail-
able in your grocery store.
.Using a good bowl of whole
wheat cereal every. morning
will help a lot to Increase
your bulk. You can change
from white bread, to whole
wheat bread. Beisure it is
really whole wheat bread
and not just colored like
whole wheat. Just becuse
it's brown doesn't always
mean that it is made com-
pletely with whole wheat
flour.
- I would add one caution to
all of this. Not everyone is
able to tolerate the in-
creased bran immediately.
You may need to gradually
sneak up on it. Also, for the
first three weeks after
you've added an increased
amount of bran bulk to your
diet you may have an in-
crease in gas problems. If
you stick it out, your diges-
tive system. will usually ad-
just to your dietary change
and you will feel better.
You should also be partic-
ularly careful to avoid all
laxatives other than bulk
laxatives. The bulk taxa=
tives do the same thing that
cereal fiber bulk does for
you. I would like to caution
all patients with diverticu-
losis about the danger of
using a strong laxative when
they have some symptoms,
just as you should never take
a laxative when you have
pain that may mean appen-
dicitis. Why? Because it can
be an inflamed pocket. It's
like appendicitis and using a
laxative at that point is just






















With our Sanitone care,
you can continue to be
proud of your selection
of fabric, fashion and
style. You'll like our
personal style, too!
Time .. . after time ...
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DANVILLE - Mary Ann
Littleton, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph B. Littleton, 809
Sharpe St., Murray; is one of
17 Centre College students
who plan to visit France
during Centre's winter term
which began Jan. 4.
Miss Littleton is enrolled in
a Centre-sponsored, off-
campus program, one of three
such programs being offered
by the college during the .six-
week winter term. The French
program is "both a study in
culture and in language,"
according to Dr. Karin
Ciholas, Centre faculty
member who will accompany
the students as program in-
structor.
Miss Littleton and the other
program participants will
spend three weeks in Paris
sampling that city's culture
and cuisine, travel by coach
through the "castle county" of
the Loire Valley, and visit the
historical cities of Car-
cassonruie, Avignon and Aix.
Each student will spend a
week with a French family,
and each will carry out an
individual project while in
France.
For her project, Miss Lit-
tleton will compare French
and American sports engaged
in by various age groups. A
sophomore at Centre, Miss
Littleton has played women's
basketball for the college's
women's team. She is a
graduate of Murray High
School.
Miss Littleton is one of 750
students attending Centre
College this year. Centre is a
four-year liberal arts college




 Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY, JANUARY 9, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)dr
You're in a talkative mood
today, brimming over with
enthusiasm. Don't be
disappointed, though, if others
appear indifferent.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) 12S€17
Don't let the hangups of
others dampen your good
spirits. Shrug off combat with
one whose unreasonable
behavior stems from inner
discord.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
The success or failure of a-
romantic outing hinges on how
you handle a financial matter.
Don't be blase at a serious
moment.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 221
If others don't respond with
enthusiasm over a purchase
you make today, it could be
that they're envious. Avoid
brooding.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)4/2tg
Sticking to your guns when
your ammunition is gone
would be an unwise course of
action. Socializing may lead to
excessive spending.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) "P
sOvertiredness could bring
out inferiority feelings in you
now and delay career
progress. Avoid a hassle about
money.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Friends or relatives may
disapprove of your changing
lifestyle now; however, you
needn't lapse into a depression
over it.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) lflt
Friends seem un-
sympathetic towards your
career aims now. Don't count
on their support. If you feel
sarcastic, you better check it.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) "
A difference in moral
outlook could spell the
temination of an association,
especially if financial matters
are concerned. Shun unworthy
ties.
Jan. 19) 7/ to id Slt1'
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 
Unforseen twists may mar
career progress. Swallow your
pride and turn your attention
to other things. Avoid
depression.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Quell inner resentments and
don't dwell on past failures.
Check legalities, before going
along with a business
proposition.
PISCFS
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
No sense in socializing with
one who is already on his own
r------
)(a
trip and not in the mood for
communicating. Let him stew
In his own juices.
YOU BORN, TODAY are
Well suited for public life.
Your interest in world
problems leads you into
government and community
affairs, Both literary. and
artistic, you're attracted to
writing, law, music, and the
stage. No matter what your
profession, you'll always find
time for the causes you cm-
sitter worthy. Don't let your
ambitious nature, though,
work against you. A desire for
prominence for its own sake
can lead you into the wrong
field. For your best success,
yop must do your own thing.
Binhdate of: Joan Baez, folk





SLIM IA)OK in three silk
pieces: skirt with elasticized
waist and side sift; striped T-
shirt top in navy, white and
red stripe; navy quilted




contains one-half the average




And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space'
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood qnestions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have






CMZEN OF THE MONTH — Calloway County High
School has chosen its Citizens of the Month for the mon-
th of December. They are Nancy Murdock, above, and
Ricky Garland, not pictured. Miss Murdock, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Don Murdock, is a senior. She is FFA
sweetheart, a member of FHA and Beta Club, president
of the Pep Club, and an officer in the FIBLA at the
vocational school. Garland, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Garland, is a senior varsity basketball player, vice
president of the Student Council, and is a member of SAE
Anniversary Supper
For The Damalls
Mr. and Mrs. Johrk E. Darnall of Hardin Route One were
hpnored recently with a supper ta commemorate their golden
wedding anniversary. The event was held at the Country
Crossroads Restaurant at Hardin.
The couple was married Noi. 24, 1928, in Paris, Tenn., with
Dewey Jackson and Richard and Ela Mae Edwards as their
attendants. Mr. and Mrs. Edwards were married the same
day.
Mrs.vDarnall, the former Marie Edwards, is the dayughter
of the late Chris and Lucy Edwards. Mr. Darnall isthe son of
the late John and Louressa Darnall. They are members of the
Union Hill Church of Christ where he is an elder.
They are the parents of two daughters, Mrs. Patsy Farris
and Mrs. Doris Dowdy, and have eight grandchildren, one of
whom is deceased, and seven great grandchildren.
Present for the supper were Mr. and Mrs. Joe Farris, Anita
Farris, and Sherry Truelove, Hardin Route 1; Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Inglish, Jimmy and Tracy, Possum Trot; Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Dowdy and Jeffrey, Benton Route 1; Mr. and Mrs. J.
F. Carter, ,Dee Ann and Jesse Wayne, Pickens, Okla.; Jog G.
Edwards and Gary Dowdy, Hardin Route 1; Ann Hopkins,
Murray; and the honored couple.
"peat -A /At
By Abigail Van Buren
A Misconceived
Conception..
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have tried for six years
to have a child. We've seen many fertility experts, and my
husband's urologist now recommends artificial insemina
tiOn.
We intend to go through with it and have decided to tell
absoluteq, no one, with one exception-my husband's
brother, Gene, who was told for a very special reason.
Instead of using sperm obtained at the regular sperm
bank, we came up with the idea of using sperm donated by
Gene. That way our child will inherit the physical features of
my husband's family.
Gene has agreed to cooperate only if his wife approves.
Abby, we don't want Gene to tell his wife because we're
•- afraid if she knows that her husband is the biological father
„ of my child it might.. cause problems later on.
We say it's Gene's sperm and he can do anything he wants
with it.
Are we wrong? Or is Gene? -
ALL IN THE FAMILY
DEAR ALL: It may be Gene's sperm, but if he wants his
wile to know what he's doing with it, it's his right. And
unless Gene's wife gives her unconditional approval 1 advise
you to use an unknown donor.
DEAR ABBY: Does a friend have the right to ask for a
ride home just when you are getting warmed up at a party?
They agk you to drive them to the party and then they
spoil it for you by cutting it short.
What do you say when you're having a good time and
you'd like to stay a little longer?
FLAMENCO
DEAR FLAMENCO: You say, "I'd like to stay a little
longer." IP.S. And the next time a friend begs a ride to a
party tell that friend to be prepared to stay until you're
ready to leave.)
DEAR ABBY: When you advised that.family whose kids,
• were being called atheists on how .to defend themselves.
against the accusation, you seemed to be implying that there
was something wrong with being an atheist. Well, I'm an
atheist - with no apologies. I happen not to believe that God
exists.
But contrary to what many -religious people think, I have
no desire to impose my disbelief on others or to hinder them,
from worshiping whatever god or gods they choose. Nor do I
.think that not believing in God frees me from responsibility
to my fellow human beings. I consider myself as moral a per-
son as most believers-and more moral than some I can
think of! l'm certainly not a saint, but you don't find:many of
- -Those in or out of church.
To me, denouncing people as atheists is as offensive and
un-American as calling them papiits or hebes. What people
believe about God -or don't believe- is their own business.
)My advice to that family would be to tell their neighbors:
"Judge us by what we do-not by what you think we
believe." Or, in the words of a man whom some‘think was
God and others, including you and me, consider merely a
wise and good human being, "By their fruits ye shall know
them."
THE MORAL ATHEIST
Problents? You'll feel better if you get them off your chest.
For a personal reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los










Your choice : ?Z‘Duo-lmage"or regular 8 x 10 portrait.
• Limit: One per subject, two per family.
• Additional portraits available in all sizes and backgrounds at
our reasonable pnces
•-Farsons under 18 must be sccompanind by parent or guardian.
• Completely finished portraits delivered at store.
• Groups: .125 each additional subject'
• Alwsye friendly. professional service.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
"4 Days Only" -
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
January 10-11-12-13




Paid for by Carroll Hubbard for C, Coniinittee
P0 Box 6741. L0(1(310116, KY 402 , Lanny Combs
(Hazard. KYT. Treasurer
^
By contributing to the Carroll
Hubbard for Governor campaign you
will help elect a man governor of
Kentucky who wants to eliminate
waste and unnecessary services in
our state government. You will elect
a man who wants to work to give you
a dollar's worth of services for each
tax dollar you pay —a man who has
education as his number one priority.
wants to reduce crime-and provide
leadership to conserve energy and
bring meaningful jobs to the people
of Kentucky. Contribute to the Carroll
Hubbard for Governor Campaign and
put an end to waste in state 'govern-
ment. When making contributions.
please be sure to list your name,
address and occupation.
INN MN MN NM NMI ME NM NM NE INN INN INN NM •
I Send your contribution to
Carroll Hubbard for Governor Committee




I will help the Carroll Hubbard for Governor Campaign.
I .
11 Address envelopes 0 Drive voters td the polls
0 Distribute literature 0 Make telephone calls i
O'Work at headquarters 0 Do typing
0 Put a sticker on my car ' n Put up sign
El 
s-
0 Work on a bumper sticker team Deliver campaign materials
I 
I
Ei Make a campaign contribution El Host a meeting
1 0 Put a sign id my yard 0 Do anything at 411.












Those pushing for swift enac-
tment of an enormously ex-
pensive nation#1 health in-
surance program should stop,
look and listen to the people
who try to police government-
financed health care programs
_2a1ready in place.
Those programs, Medicare
and Medicaid, have been in-
valuable in providing health
care for the elderly and the in-
digent, but they'll cost the
federal taxpayers $45 billion
this fiscal year.
At a recent meeting of
federal and state officials con-
cerned with waste and fraud in
government programs,
speaker after speaker told how
the government (that is, the
taxpayer) is being bilked by
some of the more venal
operatives in the health care
field.
"No responsible public of-
ficial can seriously call for
wholesale national health in-
surance without addressing
himself to the need for effective
fraud, waste and management
control," warned Charles
Hynes, head of New York
State's new Medicaid fraud sec-
tion.
The examples of overbilling,
double-billing, kickbacks arid
profiteering in the Medicare-
Medicaid programs show
clearly that the government
has not yet gained control of
these programs.
Because the programs are so
large and because they are ad-
ministered by a bewildering
a
mix of federal, state and
private industry bodies, it is not
difficult for those practitioners
so inclined to abuse the system.
Congressional experts
estimate that 10 to 15 percent of
the $45 billion being spent on
Medicare and Medicaid 18--
going down the drain due to
slipshod management and un-
'detected fraud. If that is so,
think what a playpen a far
broader program, at perhaps
twice the cost, would be for the
unscrupulous!
"Unless we succeed in deter-
mining the cost of quality
health care minus fraud and
mismanagement," concludes
Hynes, "we cannot have a suc-
cessful national health in-
surance program in this coun-
try." Amen.
First things first. Let's clean
up the programs we have now
before jumping into new Ones.
&RAIFF sir'
NNOgir
The Story Of -8
Calloway County
By George Harkrtt
11 „,IT Mcib61-noN (3,- -‘1
Kentucky Closeup
Few People Talk Back
To Dr. Bertha Beazley
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — In 35
years, few people have talked back to
Bertha Beazley — not while they're
sitting in her chair.
She's a dentist, one of the pioneers
among women in her field in Kentucky.
It happened by accident.
"I came down from .Huntington with
my brother who was being interviewed
for admission to the University of
Louisville Dental School."
After the dean was finished with him,
he turned to Bertha and asked: "What
about you? You'd be in the same class
with your brother."
Bertha, already a certified dental
hygienist, still hesitated. "I had two
years of college but the dean said they'd
take me if I picked- up a cOinime in
organic chemistry in summer school."
The clincher came when she was told
that only one other woman, from,
Puerto Rico, had been accepted by the
school for that term.
"I felt there should be more of us in
the profession," Bertha said.
'Although the work is taxing at times, I
believe women make better dentists
than some men. We're gentler, more
istient, and we're good with children.
-In addition to the financial rewards,
here's always a challenge," she
•ontinued. "No two teeth are exactly
ilike and no two patients are the
Arne."
More women are entering the
profession. Of the 60 freshmen in the
new class at the University of Ken-
tucicr-20 are women.
-That's encouraging," said Bertha,
adding that after she and her brother
were graduated in 1943, he set up a
practice in Huntington while she
opened an office in Hopkinsville —
alone.
"I was married just a few months
before graduation, to another dentist,
naturally. But he had a stint to do in the
Army before returning to Hopitin-
sville."
EARTLINIP
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline. 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 62 years old ad I
have to take three different presc ip-
tion drugs. I can never seem to'
remember what the doctor tells meta--
do. Do you have any advice for me? —
D.A. •
This problem is very large among
older Americans on constant
medication. According to medical
consultanth for Consumer's Union, the
following four rules should help:
1. Discuss with your .physician the
correct dosage and time for taking a
prescribed drug. Ask that the
prescription state that these in-
structions be included on the drug label.
Advice 'to "take as directed" is not
much help if you forgot the doctor's
instructions — or never, clearly un-
were_.firecL and extinguished-with 'Neter-fr derstood them in the first place.om the Tennessee 
2. For drugs that are taken regularly,after the burning timbers began to coalesce into smouldering coals check to see if you can save money byto make the essential charcoal fuel to fire furnaces. The lands buying as large a quantity as will stay
from which the timber was felled became known as the Coalens. fresh at the rate you use them ask your
The best information available indicate the Coalens reached from pharmacist I.
y:the Marshall County line to as far south of the State of Tennessee, 
"3. If your state does-not alread have
such a requirement, ask your physicianbut within four miles of the river. The actual sites of the burning to direct the pharmacist to include onprocess may or may not have occurred on the banks of the river in each prescription drug label the name
Calloway County. However the actual existence of the Coale,ns as
'a source ci—'&ulircoaj-supply was commonly known the early part
of this century. Only a few surviving members of these early woods-
men were living in the early part of the 20th Century. In fact, a
,sizable growth of young timber had already replaced the ravaged
woodlands. But from this younger timber evolved another inter-
esting industry—the making of crossties .for the railroads.
No other home industry in the early history of Calloway num-
bered as many participants as did the business of hewing crossties.
For hundreds of families it was a year round part-time occupation,
particularly for the most humble of early -natives, however for, the
greater bulk the work of tiehacks- was shared with farming activi-
ties; The more capable ,of the cutters could fell, shape, and com-
plete ai many as four ties a day that had a retail value at port of
embarkation on the Tennessee River or railroad for prices ranging
.from 15 cents for ties of secondary value to 30 cents for Choice.
The labor performed_ by tiehacks was one of back-breaking pro-
portions, in felling and peeling the 'young timber. Average second-
- —growth tree produced a single tic with an occasional slim-trunked
tree making two.
To Be Continued
1822-1916 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
emorristd,10711
++44444-.4444444444
A unique industry associated with the natural products of
this county included a dogwood shuttle mill located on the railroad
tracks operated by Ben F. Schroader in the 1920 decade. Blocks
of dogwood were sawed to conform to the need of wooden, shuttles
used in the textile mills of _Manchester, England, as well as Massa-
chusetts mills in the United States. .The industry rapidly declined
upon the depletion of large dogwood trees; the mill was destroyed
in what was generally admitted of incindery origin.
Pottery was manufactured -in the moulding sheds and kilns of
Pottertown, from whence its name had origin. Here were made
churns, jugs, huge °rocks of as much as five gallon capaciy, where
as many as 13 employees were engaged at the heighth of the enter-
prise. The quality of the alluvial clay resultedin a deep brown
color that failed to keep abreast the competition of the quality of
ball clay found in adjoining Henry County, Tenn., and Graves
County, Kentucky, to the west. The Poftertown pottery cease to
exist in the 1940's.
One of the earlier industries had a relationship with the events
of the Civil War, when the woodsmen of the far eastern section of
the county engaged in the making of charcoal to be used in the
iron blast furnaces Between the Rivers. Thousands of acres of
woodlands were harvested of their native timber which in turn
of the druL its strength,. the amount
( number of tablets, ounces, etc.), and
the expiration date (the date after
e
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which the medication is no longer sure
to be fully- effective., or may be harm-
ful). With this information available to
you, leftover portions. of some
prescriptions could still be used if the
family physician prescribes the same
medication again. Do not, however, use
such leftovers Until you have checked
with your doctor- and confirmed that
they are the correct medicine in the
proper dosage. Such information on the
label could also be life-saving should
anyone take an overdose of a
medication.
4. Discard all prescriptions by their
expiration date.
HEARTI1NE: I drew Social Security
disability in 1975 and then was able to
go back to work. I have recently
become disabled again and have been
reapproved for Social Security
disability. Do I again have to wait five
months before drawing? — G.B.
. No. If you become disabled a second
time within five years after your
disabled worker's benefits stopped
because you returned to work or
recovered, you are not required to
again wait five months for your Social
Security disability to begin. Benefits
are payable the first full month of
disability.
HEARTI1NE: Can you tell me who is
eligible or a vocational rehabilitation
benefit from the V.A.? — P.M.
Veterans who served in the armed
Forces during World War II or
thereafter are eligible for vocational
rehabilitation if all three of the
following conditions are met:
(a) They suffered a service-
ccnWcted disability in active semice
which entitled them to compensation,
or would do so but for a receipt of
retirement pay;
( b) they Were discharged or released
under other than dishonorable con-
ditions; and
(c) The VA determines that they need
vocational rehabilitation to overcome
the handicap of their disabilities. A
veteran is eligible for nine years
following discharge or release. Art
extension may be made under certain
conditions.
HEARTLINF:r My father was ad-
mitted to the hospital Jan. 3. He has
Medicare. I know there is a $144
deductible.when you enter the hospital,
but he was charged $160. Can you tell
me why there is a difference? — G.B.
Th.! Medicare deductibles changed on
Jan. 1. The new hospital deductible is
$160. Your father was charged
correctly.
When the need arises, Hugh Beesley
climbs in the chair and lets his wife
work on his teeth. "All I do is clean
them," said Bertha. "He's never had a
cavity, never had a filling."
There's a bit of psychology involved
in handling people.
"I always try to put them at ease,"
Bertha explained. "II you outline what
you're going to do, there's less ap-
prehension."
She's met few youngsters that she
couldn't manage.
"Kids are a lot easier than adults.
They haven't built up fear unless it's
been instilled in them by their parents.
If I catch a child before he's been to
another dentist, I can make a good
patient out of him. Being a mother
yourself helps a lot."
The Beazleys' have four daughters,
one of them a dentist in Chicago.
"My happiness in the profession must
have rubbed off on her," said Bertha.
"I've had a lot of interesting ex-
periences."
She's 5S and has no thoughts about
retirement.
"My daddy was 84 and still practicing




After spending nearly the entire hour
describing the life and works of Edgar
Allen Poe, the literature professor
noticed one of his students seemed
completely bored with the whole
subject. Turning to the blank-faced
student, the professor hoped to catch
him off guard and asked, "Mr.
Thompson, since you seem unin-
terested in what I have to say, I can
only conclude that you already have a
vast knowledge of Mr. Poe. Perhaps
you would care to give the other
members of the class the benefit of this
knowledge by describing Edgar Allan
Poe in one word."
Without changing his expression, the
student replied, "Dead."
Letter To The Editor
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Bill Stubblefield, New Concord
district, was elected chairman, and
Calvin Key, Hazel District, was elected
vice-chairman of the Calloway County
Board of Education for the coming
year. New board members sworn in at
the first meeting of the year were
Ferrell Miller, Lynn Grove chatrict who
succeeds William Murdock, and Lubie
E. Parrish, Kirksey district, who
succeeds Jim Washer. Robert T. ROBS
serves from the Almo and Faxon
district.
Deaths reported include Michael Don
Bailey, 7 months, Elmer Jackson, 77,
and Mrs. Sally Burk, 90.
Thirty-three university and high
school students from Church of Christ
congregations in Calloway County
recently attended a Personal
Evangelism Seminar at Dallas, Texas.
They were chaperoned by John Dale '
and Mi. and Mrs. Gerald Ellison.
Births reported include a girl, Stacy
Renee, to Mr. and Mrs. Ken Barber on
Jan. 5. -
In high school basketball games
Murray High beat University School
and Calloway High beat Fulton County.
High scorers were Hudspeth with 30 for
Murray, Richey with 22 for University,
Cleaver with 31 for Calloway, and Nall
with 32 for Fulton.
20 Years Ago
Standing by to aid in the evacuation
ef American citizens from Cuba aboard
the submarine tender, USS Howard W.
Gilmore, should the necessity arrive, is
Joe B. McDougal, USN, son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. P.)McDougal, Murray Route 2.
Marine Capt. William E. Rudolph,
9012 .cif Mr. -tibd MM. Roy Rudolph,
Murray, received a certificate of ,
achievement for outstanding per-
forrnance of duty while serving with the
Marine Ground Force in Lebanon from
July 18 to Sept. 14. He is now stationed
at Camp Lejeune, N. C.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Molly
Guthrie, 105.
Winners of the County Soil Con-
servation Essay Contest were charles
Myers, Murray Training, first, Harold
Craig, Hazel, second, and Nettie
Weatherly, Murray High, third.
Prof. Neale Mason, cellist, will be
guest soloist at the winter concert by
the Murray Training School Orchestra
on Jan. 13. Prof. Russell Terhune will
be his piano accompanist. Director of
the school orchestra is Prof. Josiah
Darnall.
30 Years Ago
The Kroger Company will open a
$65,000 self service "food department"
store at the corner of Seventh and Main
Streets, Murray, on Jan. 11.
The average price of tobacco sold on
the Murray Market for the first four
days of the sales amounted to $30.15 per
hundred weight, according to Cecil
Thurmond of the Tobacco Board.
Deaths reported include Dudley
Finley and Barber Singleton, 29.
Prof. Price Doyle, head of the Fine
Arts Department, Murray State
College, has been elected as president
of the National Association of Schools of
Music.
Sgt. Billy J. Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lowell Jones of Kirksey, "sailed
Dec. 17 from the Philippines where he
has been for 15 months. He will arrive
at San Francisco about the middle of
this month.
J. L. Hicks is serving as minister of
the Pleasant Valley Church of Christ.
KHC And Home Loans
Dear Editor:
In 1972, the Kentucky Savings and
Loan League heartily endorsed the
General Assembly's formation of
Kentucky Housing Corporation, a state
agency created to provide mortgages to
lower income families.
Rigid fiscal policies and regulations
imposed by government have
precluded savings and loans from
adequately serving lower income
families. For that reason, we welcomed
legislation intended to serve- these
'families.
We have become alarmed by the
growth of Kentucky Housing Cor-
poration's debt limit from $200 millioa
to $700 million. Of greater concern has
been Kentucky Housing Corporation's
Wndency to serve middle arid upper
middle income Kentuckians rather
than those the organization was formed
to serve. In a recent 18-month period,
2,389 Kentucky Housing Corporation
mortgages went to families with in-
comes exceeding $12,000, but only 980 to
families with incomes of $12,000 or less
Housing corporation mortgages were
granted on many homes which sold for
$50,000 or more, and several which sold
for $60,000 or more.
After these -farts came to light,
Kentacky Housing Corporation agreed
to form a committee to review
guidelines on incolne and assets of
mortgage applicants. That action is
commendable. We hope it will lead to a
firm, written policy which assures that
Kentucky Housing Cor'Poration will be
serving these it was organized to serve.
Meanwhile, tight money and high
interest rates are challenging our in-
dustry's ability to serve the middle
income market. The savings and loan
associations of Kentucky are deter-
mined to meet that challenge through
innovative mortgage plans which will
make it easier for middle income





'Kentucky Savings and Loan
I Rague
Bible Thought
" And laid their hands on the apostles,
and put them In the commidi prison. —
Acts 5:18.
Not many modern Christiana have
been put in the "bull-pen" for
righteousness sake. We get there for
speeding, for drunkenness and sin.
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Winter Elements Linked To At
Least 11 Deaths In 3 States
By The Associated Press
The winter elements —
freezing rain, sleet, snow, ice
and bitter cold — were linked
to at least 11 deaths in three
states and left thousands
without electric power as
storms ranged over the
nation.
Freezing rain and snow
were reported Sunday from
Oregon to Arkansas, and the
Midwest remained bitterly
cold. Milwaukee recorded its
highest reading since Jan. I —
12 degrees.
Air travel was interrupted
in the East and portions of the
South due to icy runways and
ice-laden aircraft. Fog
delayed airline traffic at
Philadelphia International
Airport for about 34i hours.
Travelers were advised to
use extra care — or simply
stay off the roads except in
emergencies — from Alabama
to New England. A flash flood
watch was issued for Con-
necticut.
In the West, the precipition
wasn't frozen, but still caused
plenty ofproblems.
Authorities in Laguna Beach,
Calif., worried that heavy rain
from a Pacific storm might
prove too much for an erosion-
control project in fashionable
Bluebird alley, where
property damage has totaled
$15 million since October. The
project was completed on
tunday.
Seven people — including
six with known heart con-
ditions — died in Ohio when
they tried to shovel snow.'
Dayton was blanketed with 11
inches by Sunday night, and
Cincinnati reported six.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Solbscribers ski bore not
rounvod their boso-doboroir
copy of no Norm Leifer
Thies by 5:30 p.m. liSoadirp•
Friday of by 330 p.m. so
Sohninys aro vriod ta col
7531114 botowno 530 p.m.
asi 6 p.m., Norarbry•Frirlay, or
3:30 6.41. awl 4 Satur-
days, le Youro delivery oil tbo
orospapor. Cails ma be
*cod by 6 p.a. wookiloys
4p... Saturiays Ti goormittoo
tIolvory.
A teen-ager was killed on an
ice-slick Pennsylvania high-
way. And three cold-relate?!
deaths were reported in
Wisconsin.
A 5-year-old boy in Iron
Ridge, Wis., was killed when
motor oil his father was
warming on a kitchen stove
burst into flame, starting a
fire that destroyed the family
home, said Fire Chief William
Oestreich.
Deputy Coroner Peter
Westra of Dodge County said
the body of Peter Nennig was
.found in the ruins of a
bathroom, where the boy
evidently was overcome ,by
smoke.
Two children were
hospitalized with burns. The
man, his wife and an infant
escaped injury. Oestreich said
the father, Frank Nennig, was
trying to heat the oil to make
his auto engine easier to start.
Police in Milton, Wis., said a
man and a woman were found
dead on Sunday in a parked
van. They apparently were
overcome by fumes when they
left the engine running to stay
warm, authorities said.
Although the sun shone in
the West, it remained bitter
cold as far south as northern
Texas.
Rangers at Yellowstone
Park reported that the tem-
perature early Sunday dipped
to 56 degrees below zero — 10
degrees short of the all-time
low of 66 set in 1933.
Heavy thundershowers
were reported from the Gulf
Coast states to Virginia .and
the Carolinas.
More than 1,000 Arkansas
Power and Light Co. crewmen
were called out to restore
power to 60,000 homes after
what spokesman Charles
Kelly described as the worst'
lee storm ever in ',southern
-Arkansas.
In all, about 80,000 Arkansas
homes and businesses were
blacked out, and about half
remained without power
overnight. Kelly estimated
damage to AP&I, equipment
would exceed 82 million.
Emergency generators
were used for electricity at
hospitals in some towns, and
the mayor of Dermott, Ark.,
ordered a dusk-to-dawn

























also lost its water supply.
Commercial flights were
canceled at Little Rock.
Acting Gov. Joe Purcell said
he would ask state police and
National Guard troops to
assist legislators en route to a
meeting of the state General
Assembly if travel remained
hazardous today.
About 15,000 homes were
without power in southwestern
Pennsylvania, and authorities
said icy roads made it difficult
for repair crews to reach
downed lines.
A storm located over the
central Appalachian Moun-
tains was forecast to intensify
today as it moves into the New
England. ,
More than 150 fire fighters,
braving a wind chill factor of
minus 25, finally controlled a
stubborn forest fire in
Washington state after a
three-day battle. About 529
acres were lost.
The blaze was dubbed the
"Windy Fire" on Friday
because icy blasts of up to 60
mph whipped up flames in the
tinder-dry forest about 15
miles south of Kalama. Winds
were 10 to 20 mph on Sunday,
but the chill caused water to
freeze in hoses.
Some firefighters almost
fell victim to hypothermia — a
condition in which the body's
temperature fails — but there
were no other injuries
reported, said Lori Taylor, of
the state Department of
Natural Resources.
Authorities said smaller
fires were started elsewhere
in the state by people lighting






— Louisville and Nashville
Railroad crews were to begin
cleanup operations today at
the site of a 43-car derailment
five miles north of here near
the Hanson community.
The 130-car northbound
freight train derailed Sunday
night, and authorities at first
feared that one tank car was
leaking phosphoric acid.
But Mark Holcomb, a
deputy state' fire marshal
dispatched to the scene, said
the car was not leaking.
Phosphoric acid, a corrosive
but non-volatile chemical, is
used in the manufacture of
fertilizer.
Authorities continued to
Monitor the situation, but said
the derailment posed no
immediate danger to persons
living nearby.
Charles Castner, a
spokesman for L&N, said the
cleanup was expected to take
several days.
The cause of the derailment
was not immediately known,
Castner said.




— Mary Morland, a resident of
Runcorn, has offered her
picture to the Royal Navy as a
pin-up. Mrs. Morland, 63,
wrote: "My pictures below
decks would remind young




DONALD G. HUGHES, M.D.
Family Practice
Medical Arts Bldg., 411fite 203
300 South 8th St., Murray, Ky.
Office Hours:
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. thru Friday
Phone (502) 753-2622
Answered 24 !lours A Day
20 years experience in treatments of In-
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Radio Shack Managers are cleaning house! Huge dis-
counts on scads of selected electronic items. Different
items in different stores, but all stores are loaded with
budget-pleasers, many not mentioned here. It's a one-





CHARGE IT IMOST STORES)
PIUS Save Big on January






Instai,i Emergency Ch. 9, Highway In-
formation .Ch. 19 give you a secure
edge on winter driving! 21-1531
SUPER SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR
EC-495 by Radio Shack'













A family entertainer! Listen
to AM/FM stereo, pre-re-
corded tapes, or record your
own at great savings! Auto-
Level, Auto-Stop, mike/head-
phone jacks, more! 14445 •
95
Reg. 159"
WHERE f f-7 YOU LIVE. WORK OR PLAY. THERE'S A RADIO SHACK STORE NEAR YOU,
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
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Cook quick meals without
short changing your family on
good food. Planning will
create mials with a gourmet
touch and using the pressure
saucepan will reduce the
- cooking time by one-third.
Many of your favorite
• recipes can be converted to
use in the pressure saucepan.
Soups, meats, poultry,
seafood, vegetables, and
combination foods can easily
, be adapted to cooking under
: pressure. Use these rules:
Liquid -use a similar recipe_
in the instruction book. The
amount of liquid can usually
be-reduced because regular__
recipes allow for elaporation
during long cooking. At least












Cooking time - the length of
time that a food should be
cooked is about one-third of
the time given in recipe.
Cooling the cooker - whether
you cool the cooker depends
on the type of food being
prepared. Vegetables are
cooled at once to prevent
overcooking. Large pieces of
meat continue to cook while
the cooker .cools of its own
accord. This is figured in the
time.
Most recipe times are for
fresh meat rather than frozen.
Frozen meat should be thawed
far at least L.2 hour or more so
that meat can be browned.
Frozen beef and veal should
be cooked 25 minutes per
- pound and frozen pork should
Fro_o_k 30 minutes per potaha ,
Ham With
Orange Sauce _
1 slice of ham 3.4" thick, cut
into serving pieces, Whole
Cloves, 1 tablespoon fat, 1/2
cup orange juice, 2
tablespoons Brown sugar, 42
cup water, 2 sweet potatoes
(peeled and 'cut in halves1- •
.-Press ,whole cloves into
each cut of ham. -Brown ham
in hot fat in pressure
saucepan. Add brown sugar,
orange juice, water, and
potatoes. -Cover, set control at
10 and cook for 15 minutes
after control. jiggles—.Cool
normally for 5 rnintitelirthenof
FARMERS!
For Up To The Minute
Grain Prices
Coll. . .
















Can't get out to make
a deposit today.? No
problem Now we're as
close to you as your
nearest mail box! You
can do most transac-
tion by mail for sav-





place under faucet. TO MAKE
SAUCE Mix 1 tablespoon
cornstarch with 2 tablespoons
of lemon juice or cold water.
Add to boiling liquid and cook
until clear (about one
minute). serves 4.





1 onion cut fine
sprinkle meat with paprika
6 carrots cut inhalf crosswise
6 medium sized potatoes,
whole
1-'2 cups water
1 tablespoon flour to thicken
gravey
-Brawn meat in hot fat in
pressure saucepan. Season
with salt and pepper, add
water. -Cover, set control at
low apla cook 15 minutes after
control jiggles. -Cool in-
stantly. Add onions, carrots,
'and potatoes. -Cover, set
-control, at 10 and cook 10
Minutes after control jiggles. -
Cool pan for 8 minutes then
reduce pressure instantly.
Serves 6.
January 12 Designated As
Ag Census Day By Governor
FRANKFORT — Gov.
Julian Carroll has designated
Jan. 12 as Agricultural Census
DEO, urging all farm




Carroll said the purpose of
the census is to obtain general
statistical information
regarding agriculture and
that accurate data from the




from the historical series that
began in 1840, according to






snow, ice-, or high winds and
all can make travel hazar-
dous, warns the- Kentucky
Division of Disaster and
ErnergencoY Ser'vices.
Following blizzard -conditions
last winter all travel, on
Kentucky highways-was or-
dered stopped for Several
days. But sometimes during
winter months, even a
shopping trip can be hazar-
dous if the weather changes
rapidly.
DES gives a list of
precautions that should be
he?ded dattiog winter
weather:
Make sure your car is in
good condition, properly
serviced, and equipped with
chains or snow tires.
Take another person 'with
you if at all possible.
Make sure someone knows
where you are going, your
approximate schedule, and
your estimated time of
arrival.
Have emergency "winter
storm supplies.' in the car,
such as a container of sand,
shovel, windshield scraper,
tow chain, or rope, extra
gasoline and a flashlight- It is
also good to have heavy gloves
or mittens, overshoes, extra
woolen socks, and winter
headgear to cover your head
and face.
Travel by daylight and use
major bighways if you can.
Keep the car radio turned on
for weather information and
advice.*
Drive with all possible
caution. Don't try to save time
by traveling faster than road
and weather conditions
permit.
. Don't be daring and
foolhardy. Stop, turn back,
and seek help if conditions
that test your ability or en-
durance threaten, rather than
risk being stalled, lost or
isolated. If you are caught in a
blizzard, seek refuge im-
mediately.
If your car does break down
during a storm, or if you
become stalled or lost, don't
panic, DES advises. Think the
problem through, decide the
safest and best thing to do, and
then dolt slowly and carefully.
If you are on a well traveled
road, show a trouble signal.
Set your directional lights to
flashing, raise the hood of
your car, or hang a cloth from
the radio antenna or car
window. Then stay in your car
and wait for help to arrive. If
Preparations Needed To Fight
Against Hazards Of Cold, Ice
After -fighting through two
severe winters, most Ken-
tuckians should now begin
thinking about preparations
for this coming winter season
and the hazards produced by
winter storms, according to
Wilbur Buntin, executive
director of the state Division
of Disaster and Emergency
Services.
Buntin noted that one of the
mQ,st serious problems faced
last winter was that some
Kentuckians, after experience
blizzard conditions across the
state, were isolated at home
for several days. "This year,"
Buntin said, ''let's hope people
are preparing for this type of
winter storm."
Here are a few precautiosn
that could mean life or death
in the coming months:
Keep an adequate supply of
heating fuel on hand and use it
sparingly during a prolonged
cold wave. Last winter storm
conditions prevented many
fuel companies from
delivering supplies for weeks
at a time. If necessary, con-
serve fuel by keeping the
house cooler than usual, or by
closing off some rooms
temporarily.
It is advisable to have
available some kind of
emergency heating equipment
and fuel so at least one room of
the house can be kept warm
enough to be livable. This
could be a camp stove, or an
adequate supply of wood or
coal for a fireplace.
Remember, if the furnace is
controlled by a thermostat
and the electricity is cut off.by
a storm, the furnace probably
would not operate. Many rural
areas of Kentucky were faced
with this type of problem last
winter.
Stock any emergency
supply of food and water, as
well as emergency cooking
equipment such as a camp
stove. Most of this food should
ae of the-type that does not
require' refrigeration or
cooking.
Make sure you have a
battery-powered radio and
extra batteries on hand so if
the electric power is cut off,
weather forecasts, in-
formation, . and advice
broadcast by local authorities
will still be available.
Flashlights and lanterns could
also be needed.
Keep on hand the simple
tools and equipment needed to
fight a fire. Aso, be certain
that all family members know
how to take precautions that
would prevent fire at such a
.time, when the help of a fire
department may not be
available.
Buntin added that last year
almost every county in the
commonwealth was affected'
by winter storms in some
manner. "By taking a few
simple preparations," he
added, "you will help protect
your family and yourself
against winter hazards."
Forestry, Agriculture Interests
Objectio Forest Service Move
Forestry and agricultural
interests are strongly ob-
jecting to the transfer of the
U.S. Forest Service from the
Department of Agriculture
Into an Interior Department-
dominated "Department of
Natural Resources."
• The move is seen as aahreat
to the progfeess of private
forestry programs "now on
the threshhold of meaningful
achievements," said Richard
H. Molpus, president of
Southern Forest Products
Association.
"Only this year," said
Molpus, "have we bkatai to
Top 3 For This Area
In Trojan Line Up
TXS1119.
Plant a winner. Plant Trojan.
Outland Farms
111.4 Murray, 41111-2422
see substantial progress in
efforts to provida stronger tax
and financial incentives for
small landowners.
"The South is expected to
become the nation's leading
producers of, softwood,
sawtimber in a very few
years, and 75 per cent of the
South's commercial
forestland is ownaarby private
individuals," Molpus said. "If
the nation is to continue to
have sufficient supplies of
wood for its Nine-building
needs, these private lan-
downers will have Co be
motivated to plant trees and
practice wise forestry
management."
Congress and the Ad-
ministration were very helpful
in providing incentaves for
these landowners daring the
past year, Molpus states, but
he warned, "It would be folly
to jeopardize this progress for
the sake of a senseless shift in
Forest Service Ad-
ministration.
- "Senate and House
Agriculture Committees and
the Department of Agriculture
have gained an intimate
knowledge of the opportunities
TWIN STUDY
USING Sa, Diego Zoo armadillos
CU. fqrf Be n ikPlcires sTte
egg twInnteg. which in humans
associated with intreaSed risk
bref11.:"Idefect's. Armadillo's are the
orify species .thel reguferly produce
multiple offspring from a single cell.
The prolect is funded by the ktarch
of Dimes whose aim is prevention
of birth defects
and problems of small lan-
downers. This experience
would be lost in an Interior-
based department lacking a
professional background in
timber management practices
and policies," the association
president said.
He also pointed out that
about half of the 2.5 million
small forest landowners in the
South are farmers, many of
whom would find themselves
dealing with two diverse
cabinet-level departments —
Agriculture and Natural
Resources — in their routine
management of crops and
timber.
you run the engine to keep
warm, remember to open a
window enough to provide
ventilation and protect you
from carbon monoxide
poisoning.
Wherever you are, if there is
no house or other source of
help in sight, do not leave your
car and search for assistance
because you may become
confused and get lost.
DES notes that all un-
necessary trips should be
avoided and in areas where it
is available, public tran-
sportation should be used.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists et
the UK College of Agriculture
Many families stretch their
milk-buying dollars by using
nonfat dry milk instead of
whole fluid milk in cooking
and by mixing Jeconstituted
-'dl)' milk with whole milk for
beverage use. When you buy
nonfat dry milk, save money
by getting as large a package
as you can store and use with- ,









Sell your hogs where
It's all income—and no
outgo. Make the short













Plan fOr wet weather._,
When the weather lust won't cooperate you need the
PTO-driven Lely-Roterraelt enables you to begin preparation
of your seedbeds at almost the moment you can drive your
tractor without getting stuck
, Millions of acres have-tested the working principle of the
Roterra® during good and bad weather and in all types of -
soils Think about ihemmeliness and flexibility you will have
during critical planting periods You'll get faster germination,
a better crop start. a consistent stand and improved yields
You'll have even greater timeliness and flexibility when you
spray, till, incorporate and plant in the same trip with a
Lely-STIP SystemTm It will increase the planting capacity of
your current tractor and planter four times
aka. .:.tera.,ae
7Zr.Y
See a demonstration of the lety•Rerterratt and the Lely-STIP
System"
You'll learn to save trips and bank on the results
For isrfonewliaa es wirers yogi es. sea Ow leaf STIP
Systole cooed MeKosl Eguipatent Today.
Otto' McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.
MO Walnut, Murray, 763-3882




"Be the first -
one to tree"
During January and February 1979 for the pur-
chase of 3/50 lb. bags of Supersweet High Protein
Dog Food at the regular price you receive a 25 lb.
bag of Supersweet Chunk Style Dog Food FREE




Rhodes Mill & Supply
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Rana-roeno (Mt) And-John Randall
The Book On MSU?
Greene Hopes It's Consistency For 1979
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
During Saturday's Murray State
basketball practice, as Racer players
treaded upend down the floor in numerous
drills, ant couldn't help noticing that
something was missing from this team
that had won only two of its first 1.2 games.
Something besides its leading scorer,
senior Roy Taylor (13.9), who failed to
make his grades and therefore became
ineligible for the 1979 portion of the
schedule.
Something besides a winning record for
the squad to fall back on for confidence
while preparing for the Ohio Valley
Conference season.
Missing was a demoralized attitude, an
element many might suspect from a team
that had suffered through the first half of
the season.
"It's been a very rough exhibition
schedule, to say the least," said coach Ron
Greene, prior to his squad's workout. "I
call it an exhibition season because we can
go into conference play with a clean slate.
I know we've been a great disappointment
to the fans, but I hope they will stick with
Murray State, after a road game against
Couisiaria Tech in Ruston, opens its OVC
schedule with back-to-back games at
Morehead Saturday and Eastern Ken-
tucky Jan. 15. The Morehead contest,
slated for 12:30 p.m. CT, will lag televised
regionally.
With the loss of Taylor, the problem of
an outstanding outside shooter arises. "We
weren't winning with him, though," said
Greene, who admits that a big factor in the
Racers' dismal start has been the lack of a
take-charge player.
"Every team has its own personality,
and so far we haven't played with the
intensity and fire in our eyes that is
required to win."
"But as long ELS there is something to
shoot for, like a spot in the OVC tour-
nament, we will be alright," he said. The
seven league schools will fight for one of
the four berths in the tournament, set for
early March. The winner of the con-
ference's regular-season title will host the
event.
Included in Murray's 10 losses have been
one- two- and three-point losses. "You can
look at statistics and see that we have
played everyone, with the exception of
Mernphis State, closely," Greene said.
The Racers are averaging 65.2 points a
game, compared to 71.3 to their opponents.
Memphis State beat Murray 79-54 Dec. 23.
Greene has yet to find a combination
that he feels will work. Of the 13 players on
the squad, all but two have started, and
every one has played in at least seven
games.
"We're getting spotty play from a lot of
people, but no one is giving us that con-
ststent effort," said Greene. "(Keith)
Oglesby has been fairly consistent on
offense, and (John) Randall has been the
same way on defense. But there's still not
a total team effort."
Oglesby leads the team in scoring with a
12.5 average, and Randall is Second at 11.8.
The latter, a 6-6 senior, also is the squad's
rebounding leader with a 9.0 mark.
Oglesby averages 6.8 in that department.
---- -431wearkkg difference between Murray
and its opponents has been in field-goal
percentage. Racer -foes have sank 50
percent (338-671) of their tries, while
Murray has hit just 45 je1-cent (334-740).
Only two regulars, Oglesby (50 percent)
and center Mike Diederick (60 percent)
have been successful on at least half their
attempts.
"Obviously there are some players on
this team who haven't been the talents we
thought they would be," said Greene. "But
it's a mental game, too. We need to learn
HOW to win, hopefully during the con-
ference season."
Steelers Are Super-Bowl Bound After 34-5 Rout Of Houston
By BRUCE LOW ITT
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH — They tried
to batter each other senseless
on the frozen field, then they
shook each others' hands and
wished each other luck as they
ambled back and fourth
between their dressing rooms.
The Pittsburgh Steefers,
typically subdued following
their 34-5 rout of Houston in
Sunday's American Con-
ference championship game,
were looking two weeks ahead
to Super Bowl XIII. The Oilers
had their sights set a bit
further — to next season.
"I think the next time we'll
be More prepared mentally,"
said wide receiver Ken
Burrough, who failed to catch
even one of Houston quar-
terback Dan Pastorini's
passes. "We just have to
forget about this. We can
congratulate each other on a
great sesason and get ready
for '79."
Pastorini, whose sen-
sational passing had gotten
the Oilers this far in two
previous playoff games, had a
nightmare afternoon. He
completed just 12 of 26 passes
for 96 yards, while sacked four
times, and had five passes
intercepted, the last figure.
matching-a NationaLFootball
League playoff record
achieved — if that's the word
— twice by George Blanda.
"It was a good year but
because of today you can't call
it a great year. It's a long time
coming, when you come so far
and get so close," added
Pastorini. Then, on the verge
of tears, he put his head in his
hands and shuddered.
Defensive end Elvin Bethea,.
who, like Pastorini, suffered
through Houston's two suc-
cessive 1-13 seasons in the
early 1970s, added with ob-
vious pride: "I don't think a
lot of these guys realize what
we've done. We've gone from
the bottom of the pit to playing
in a championship game."
In Pittsburgh's locker room,
defensive end Dwight White
was licking his chops at the
thought of winning a third
Super Bowl ring. "It's gonna
be a monster," he leered.
"I'm gonna get that third ring
and I'm gonna take it down to
4
Dallas, show it to my biddy
Harvey Martin (of the
Cowboys), and let him eat his
heart out."
Rams Are Hapless Losers Again




repeated itself. Los Angeles
can't win the big one," said
Thomas "Hollywood" Hen-
derson in his usual less-than-
bumble fashion. -
The Dallas linebacker
claimed heading into Sunday's
National Football Conference
Championship game that the
Rams didn't have -enough
class" to play in the Super
Bowl, and that the Cowboys
Wilson Nominated For Award
Murray Ledger & Times
sports editor Tony Wilson is
one of two sports editors in
Kentucky nominated for
Kentucky "Sportswriter of the
Year."
The other nominee for the
award, given annually by the
National Sportswriters and
Sportscasters Association, is
Billy Reed of the Louisville
Courier Journal.
Wilson joined the staff of
The Murray Ledger & Times
in the summer of 1978.
"Tony has done an excellent
job in covering the sports of
Murray and Calloway County
as well as the national sports
scene," Gene McCutcheon,
editor of The Murray Ledger
& Times said. "We feel it is a
high honor that Tony's con-
tributions to the coverage of
sports activity in Kentucky
are being recognized in this
manner."
Other nominees for the
annual NSSA awards are:
Kentucky Sportscaster of




National finalists in the two
categories include:
Sportswriter: Joe Falls,
Will Grimsley, Dan Jenkins
and Jim Murray.
Sportscaster: Frank Gif-
ford, Keith Jackson, Vin
Scully and Pat Summerall.
Individuals, teams,
moments in. sports noteworthy
for special inspirational
quality nominated for in-
Ausion in NSSA's hall of fame
include: Jimmy Cannon, Joe
Falls, Bob Considine, Don
Dunphy, Cdrt Gowdy, Ben




playoff in 1958; Frank Bor-
man, Dr. Frederick Hovde,
John Wayne and Dr. Barry
Wood.
always win the big games. He
and his teammates gave
credence to that boast Sunday
with a 28-0 victory over the
long-suffering Rams.
Not only did Henderson
make his statement stand, he
rubbed it in with a 68-yard
interception return for the
Cowboys' final touchdown as
Dallas' defense logged the
NFC title game's first shutout
since 1968.
Next stop for Dallas is
Miami for the Jan. 21 Super




seemed a fitting capsule of the
way the game went — the
Cowboys' capitalizing on the
frustrated Rams' errors —
safety Charlie Waters and
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the biggest plays for Dallas.
Waters intercepted a pair of
passes that set up the
Cowboys' first two scores, and
driving tackles by White
knocked both quarterback Pat
Rader; and fullback John
Cappelletti out of the game
with injuries.
Waters, who also recovered
a fumble, wasn't particularly
excited about the way he
played.
White, a 250-pound defen-
sive tackle, said he wasn't
aware at the time that he'd
sidelined two key Rams.
"I didn't know until after the
game that Cappelletti was
hurt," said White, who added
that he wasn't -aware Haden
was injured until his Dallas
teammates began talking
about how to work against
(Vince) Ferragamo.
Haden suffered a compound
fracture of the thumb on his
right hand late in the third
Walter with the Rams behind
7-0, and seldom-used reserve
Ferragamo had to finish up.
Cappelletti went out in the
first quarter with a shoulder
separation.
Nobody suggested to the 6-
foot-4, 255-pound White that
the Cowboys just might
become the Super Bowl's first
three-time winner and that it
might be Martin flashing a
monster ring around. The
Cowboys, defending NFL
champs, met Pittsburgh in
Super Bowl X mid were 21-17
losers. But White shrugged
aside thought of a Dallas
triumph this time. "We've gat
a chance to make a big foot-
print.. .and we feel we're
gonna win," White said.
When Pam Shriver was a
losing finalist in the 1978 US.
Open singles at the age of 16,
_ she was the youngest female
ever to reach the finals.
Ali To Speak
Heavyweight boxing
champion Muhanuned All is
scheduled to make a speaking





Bureau in Boston, All's
booking agent, has confirmed
that a contract for the ap-
pearance has been signed but
as yet, MSU Student Gover-
nment Representatives, the
local sponsors, have it
received the contract.
All's appearance is
begin at 8 p.m. in the
fieldhouse.
According to an SGA
representative, the ap-
pea ranee will be All's first at a
university in several years
and the first of six scheduled
during 1979.
Admission to the lecture will
be $3 for adults and $2 for
students.
PARKER FORD




Vinyl roof. V8 motor, paint stripes, all vinyl seats, WSW Radial Tires,
air conditioned, AM/FM radio, accent exterior group, tinted glass
complete dual remote mirrows, luxury wheel covers.
LIST PRICE $1332 SALE PRICE GIVE US A BID
USED CAR SPECIALS
78 Cougar XR7 - V8. tilt
wheel, cruise control. AM-
FM. low miles.
77 7-Bird - Silver &
Burgundy, priced to sell.
see and drive
79 LT$ II lame - White &
green, less than 5,000
miles, still warranty
covered.
77 L75 - 2 Door, white, one
owner, plenty of extras.
needs a home.
78 T-Iird - Ember
Diamond Jubilee. Like
new, loaded with equip-
ment.
4 Door, rust78 irmont -
color, auto, air, power
steering, one owner.
78 Granada - 4 Door. 6 cyl •
auto, air, power steering.
power brakes
77 Colmar mays &
Champagne - a beautiful
car - see and drive.
78 LTR Landaw - 2 D„or
white, loaded with equip.
I mw miles. one owner.
7$ Pints - 3 door, red - low
miles, auto, air
75 Firebird - Silver, auto.
air, power steering, power
brakes.
76 Torino - 4 Door
74 °shun 610- 4 Door
73 Mustang 2 Door
78 Fiesta - Burgandy -4
I . air, 4 speed.
78 LTD II Sport - 2 Door.
white, red stripe, air. auto.
Va. power steering, power
hr a kes
77 Monte Carlo - Red . 2
Door, V8, power steering.
air, power brakes.
74 Mustang - 3 Door
18 Cordoba 2 Door
AND LOTS MORE
PARKER FORD INC.701 Main 753-5273
-AP




Middle Tennessee, Austin Peay Grab Ohio Valley Conference Openers
By the Associated Press
• A lay up with less than a
-mmute left in the second
overtime clinched a hard-
earned Middle Tennessee
State victory while Austin
-• *-
Peay won In a walk to share
first place in Ohio Valley
Conference ba ket ball.
Ncrsu defeated Morehead
State 99-97 and Austin Peay
mauled Tennessee Tech 73-58
What's Up
Monday
Murray State women 16-4i vs Tennessee Tech; 7 p.m.,
sports arena: acirn/ission, free.
Tuesday
Calloway County boys at Sedalia.
Murray High boys at Wingo.
Wednesday
Murray State men 2-10 at Louisiana Tech.
Thursday
"Munaly High girls at Marshall County.
urray State women at Northern Kentucky .
Friday
Calloway County boys, girls at Lowes.
Murray High boys at Mayfield.
Houston Throng
Welcomes Oilers
HOUSTON — The Houston Oilers, after losing the
American Conference championship football game in
Pittsburgh Sunday, were stunned when they were met by
40,000 cheering fans when they arrived home Sunday
night. o - . -
' 'I really can't believe it," said taddeGreg Sampson as
he entered the Astrodome where the crowd had gathered,
responding to a local radio station's call for a pep rally for
the Oilers on their return, whether they won or not.
By the time the Oilers arrived, the crowd had been
waiting for 2L.2 hours in the domed stadium because the
team's flight back to Texas was delayed.
"Looking at this crowd, I feel like we just won the Super
Bowl," said quarterback Dan Pastorini.
Coach Burn Phillips was on the brink of tears.
Tight end Mike Barber, who suffered a knee injury in
the game in Pittsburgh, addressed the crowd on crutches
and promised to return to the playoffs next year. "We're
going to win this for all you good people out there," he
said.
Andy Gustafson
Dead At Age 75
MIAMI — Andy Gustafson, the colorful University of
Miami football coach associated with some of the sport's
most legendary names, is dead at age 75.
Gustafson died Sunday, a month after he suffered a
stroke following kidney stone surgery'. He entered Doctors
Hospital Dec. 4 for the routine surgery, but suffered a
stroke and developed pneumonia.
Gustafson coached the Hurricanes from 1948 through
1963, compiling a record of 93-65-3. He took Miami to four
bowl games and coached the only Hurricane team ever to
go unbeaten in 1950. That team lost to Clemson in the
Orange Bowl.
He coached the famed Army backfield of Doc Blan-
chard, Glenn Davis and Arnold Tucker while serving as
offensive backfield coach for Red Blaik in the 1940s. He
played fullback at the University of Pittsburgh under the
legendary Glenn "Pop" Warner and then Jock Sutherland
in the mid-1920s.
After his playing days ended, Gustafson became head
coach at Virginia Tech, where he compiled a four-year
record of 22-13-1. He then returned to Pitt as an assistant
coach,"and in 1934 became an assistant to Walk at Dart-
mouth. He joined Blaik at Army in 1941.
Gustafson was a close friend of professional football's
Paul Brown, and recruited Brown's son, Robin, as a
quarterback for Miami.
During his Miami tenure, the Hurricanes became a
national power and began playing one of the nation's
toughest schedules. In 1963, he became athletic director
and served through 1968 when he retired.
Gustafson, survived by his wife Mandy asiVs"married
daughter, spoke at a testimonial dinner held for h when
he retired. He said a man had stopped him on)he.street
recently and asked if he had any money.







We are income tax specialists. We ask the
right questions. We dig for every honest
deduction and credit because we want to
be sure you pay the smallest legitimate tax
That's another reason why we should do
your taxes...whichever form you use short
or long.
HirR BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia Street, 753-9204
Office Hours: 9-6 Mon.-Fri . 9-5 Sat
No Appointments Necessary ( Appts. Ave ila bit'






while Akron, the OVC
newcomer, was edged by
Youngstown State, 53-51.
Tonight, East Tennessee
State travels to Austin Peay
- -for a nonconference game
while Eastern Kentucky plays
at MTSU in a conference tilt.
Freshman Chris Harris'
layup with 45 seconds left in
the second overtime period
was the key in MTSU's wild,
doubleovertime defeat of
Morehead State. The basket
gave the Blue Raiders a 99-95
lead, but Morehead's Herbie
Stamper hit a jump shot with
22 seconds left to bring the
visitors within two points.
Morehead reserve center
Aaron Hunter was fouled and
missed the first shot of a one-
and-one, free throw situation
with 10 seconds left and
Middle Tennessee grabbed the
rebound and ran out the clock.
Cordell Haynie, a senior
guard who tied the game with
a tip-in at the buzzer in
regulation play, hit a jump
shot with 32 seconds left in the
first overtime to enable MTSU
to tie Morehead again at 87-87.
Brad LeMaster had put
Morehead ahead with two free
throws with 43 seconds left.
MTSU, 9-4 overall and 1-0 in
the OVC, had led 80-71 with
2:20 left in regulation time,
but Morehead, 5-7 overall and
0-1 in the conference, scored 11
straight points to give the
Eagles an 82-80 lead with two
seconds left.
Senior forward Greg Joyner
led MTSU with 28 points, 15
rebounds and six assists. Glen
Napier led Morehead scorers
with 27 points and Norris
Beckley and Stamper had 19
each.
In Clarksville, Tenn., Austin
Peay's Alfred Barney had 24
points to lead the Governors
past Tennessee Tech in which
the outcome was never in
doubt midway into the first
half. Austin Peay, 6-6 overall
and 1-0 in the OVC, took the
lead for good With 7:59 left in
the first half.
Tech fell to 4-7 overall and 0-
1 in the conference.
Greg Jackson and Jack
Washington combined for 29
points to lead Western Ken-
tucky over Wisconsin-
Milwaukee at Bowling Green,
Ky.
The Hilltoppers, 7-3, tied the
game 2-2 shortly after tipoff
and -never trailed. Jackson
scored 16 points and
Washington had 13.
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 6-6,
could get no closer than 45-31
with 18:42 remaining.
Letters To One Writer
Among Other Things, Shut Up Television Sportscasters




From Springfield, Ohio, a
football fan sticks his oar into
the controversy over whether
television microphones should
invade the privacy of the
coach's bench during a game
and then he throws extra
gasoline on the fire.
Why get exercised, he asks,
just because a coach in this
case, UCLA's Terry Donahue
in the Fiesta Bowl) emits an
offensive word in the heat of
battle?
-You hear worse than that
and even see worse on
everyday TV." he says. -;
It isn't profanity that
irritates him so much as the
networks' failure to give
viewers credit for being able
to absorb what they see and
hear.
"A football fan watching the
game is a real fan," he adds.
"He knows the teams par-
ticipating, knows it takes 10
yards to make a first down
and ... when a player carries
the ball across the goal line it
is a touchdown and when he
kicks a field goal it is three
points .. Are the networks
trying to make the watching
public ... some kind of idiots'?"
He protests that his ears
take a worse beating than his
eyes.
Loughery Normal
As Nets Rout Suns
By ALEX SACHARE -
AP Sports Writer
Technically speaking, the
"new" Kevin Loughery is
doing fine.
Loughery, the 38-year-old
coach of the New Jersey Nets,
was on his best behavior
Sunday night when he
returned ftom a three-game
suspension and guided the
Nets, behind 41 points by
Bernard King, to a 117-112
National Basketball
Association victor), over the
Phoenix Suns.
Loughery never came close
to adding to his league-leading
total of 26 technical fouls as he
kept his comments to the
officials to a inin =WM. The
normally demonstrative
coach had been suspended
three games and fined $1,000
for bumping referees Don
Murphy and Mike Mathis on
Dec. 29.
In other NBA games, the
Cleveland Cavaliers beat the
Golden State Warriors 112-108
and the Indiana Pacers
defeated the Atlanta Hawks
112-97.
The Suns led 61-49 at half-
time but New Jersey moved
ahead with a 38-point third
period. The game was tight
until King got six points as the
Nets outscored Phoenix 15-6
late in the fourth quarter to
open a 110-102 lead.
John Williamson added 29
points for New Jersey while
Alvan Adams had 32 and
Walter Davis 30 for Phoenix.
Loughery confirmed reports
that he had offered to resign
during his suspension because
he felt he was hurting the
team. Principal owner Joseph
Taub met with Loughery and
gave him a full vote of con-
fidence.
Cavaliers 112, Warriors 108
Cleveland took a 95-74 lead
over Golden State into the
final period, then saw hie
Warriors surge to Within three
points behind rookies Wayne
Cooper and Ray Townsend
before sealing its third
straight victory and 10th in the
last 14 games.
Campy Russell scored 23
points and Austin Carr added
21 for Cleveland, while rookie
Purvis Short had 20 for the
Warriors, who saw a four-
game winning streak come to
an end.
"How'd I get that storm











How about a lift
in the middle of
the week?
It's so encouraging to hear people tell the
healing they've had from trusting God's
care. To hear uplifting readings from the
Bible, and from Science and Health with
*Key to the Scnpwres by Mary Baker Eddy
Tojoin together in hymns of joy.
. There's nothing like it for some midweek
inspiration. We'd love to see you there.




Swidlig Sem bid Wok. 15-3
WI know Am, norm
•
-They are not satisfied with
one man on the mike. Now
they have two, three and four
to keep their mouths going. If
I'm watching a game I know
what it's all about. I don't need
all that mouthing."
This grass roots critique is
repeated here because it




But papa knows best. So the
band plays on.
A reader from Omaha,
Neb has another complaint,
which may stem from the pain
of the Nebraska Cornhuskers'
Orange Bowl loss to
Oklahoma.
If you tuned in to all the
bowl games," the writer says,
"you have to believe there
were a hundred All-
Americans in action. Every
player was 'magnificent,'
'excellent' or 'fantastic." •
Most of us can stand the
superlatives. But deliver us
from the broadcaster who tabs
every leading performer
"some kind of football player"
and every yard he gains
"valuable real estate."
Then, there's the pundit who
accents team possession by
saying, "The Cowboys lead 14-
7 and own the football ..." Own
the football? Really? Every
bit of it?
A lady in New Orleans
protests that Jinuny Connors,
the fiesty No. 1 tennis player
in the world, is victim of a
media conspiracy.
"Jimmy is the world's most
exciting athlete," she says.
"Why don't all you reporters
leave him alone? He is an
adult. He has a right to act any
way he pleases and protect his
privacy. Tennis would be a
duller and poorer sport if
there were not a Jimmy
Connors."
From Columbus, Ohio,
comes a similar defense of
Woqdy Hayes, the ousted Ohio
State coach who sligged a
Clemson player in tn Gator
Bowl.
"Woody Hayes has been a
wonderful coach and compiled
a great record at Ohio State.
He has done many fine things
for others for which he has
received little credit. Why
should his image be destroyed
by one impetuous — if
regrettable — act?"
From Memphis: "Such
behavior is reprehensible ...
they should have cracked
down on Woody Hayes years
ago ... maybe the fault is the
system."




and Murray' High will not be
played tonight due to slick
road conditions.
The Lakers were scheduled
to host Ballard aunty,
the Tiger girls were to face
Paducah Tilghman at home.
Murray High travels to
Marshall County Thursday,
while Calloway County is
scheduled to. face Lowes
while- -Friday.
However, the game between
the Murray State women and
Tennessee Tech at the Sports
Arena will be played. There is
no admission to the event,
which is set for 7 p.m.
Need Cash?
We all need cash mid especially this time
of year.
However, next year or even 10 years from
WM we could have that needed cash if we saved
our money.
So, why not consider opening a savings














•Substantiol interest penalty required on early withdrawal from CDs
ISEE
Irmo ...ow • WI
colden litgle Passbook
90-Day Notice





Annual Rote Net Annual Yield
5.25 5.39%%
s1.00 minimum, dep.
All savings accounts are COMPOUNDED DAILY
"The place where thousonds ore sa ing millions"
HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH, KY.
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Tex Winter had a bad
weekend in Raleigh, N.C.
First he was upset. Then he
was embarrassed.
coach of the 15th-ranked
Long Beach State basketball
team was simmering Friday
night after an offensive foul
called against his team in the
closing seconds res4ed in a
79-78 loss to No. 5 Duke. .
Then Saturday night, he was
just plain humble after a 100-
73 pasting by No. 8 North
Carolina State.
"North Carolina State is the
best basketball team we've
played to date," Winter said.
"They are especially tough on
their home court. They do so
many things well. They're
maybe not as physical as
Duke, but they're quicker."
The 49ers won nine straight
games before losing their first
two of the season in Raleigh.

















'Ne Iseger se upped
No. 15 Long Beach State Defeated novice
Saturday night's double-
header at the Wolfpack's
arena, beating Tulane 74-64.
Three Top Twenty teams
were upset in weekend action
- No. 13 Michigan losing to
Iowa 85-79; No. 18 Mississippi
State suffering a 69-67 _defeat
at the hands of Georgia, and
No. 20 Maryland dropping a
6640 decision to Wake Forest.
Elsewhere, top-ranked
Michigan State defeated
Minnesota 69-62; No. 2 Notre
Dame stopped Villanova 75-
64; No. 3 North Carolina
tripped Virginia 86-74 in two
overtimes; No. 4 Illinois swept
past Northwestern 74-56; No. 6
UCLA whipped Rutgers 78-57;
No. 7 Louisiana State trimmed
No: 9 Kentucky 93-89; No. 11
Indiana State beat West Texas
State 98-77; No. 12 Georgetown
hammered Samford 73-50; No.
14 Arkansas nipped Houston
62-61, and No. 16 Louisville
turned back Southwestern
Louisiana-73-60.
Ke9dal Pinder and Clyde
Austin combined for 38 points
to lead North Carolina State's
attack against Long Beach
State. The Wolfpack held a 54-
39 halftime lead.
Mike Gminstu and Gene
Banks each scored 22 points to
lead Duke past Tulane.
Ronnie Lester scored 29
points, including six straight
free throws in the final 90
seconds, to lead Iowa's upset
of Michigan. Mark Slonaker's
controversial tip-in at the last
second led Georgia over
Mississippi State. Mississippi
State claimed the shot came
after time ran out.
Frank Johnson and Mark
Dkle combined for 41 points to
help Wake Forest upset
Maryland, ending an eight-
game win streak for the
Terps.
Ron Charles scored 19 points
to lead Michigan State over
Minnesota. The Spartans
Sports At A Glance





















Kansas City 23 15 ACE -
Denver a 20 .500 4
Chicago 16 23 418 Vis
Milwaukee 17 26 .00
Indiana 14 25 .368 054
Pacific Division
Seattle 24 14 632 -
Phoenix Z 16 619 -
Lou Angeles 34 16 600 1
Portland 19 17 .528 4
Golden State E 19 .525 4
San Diego 19 n 452 7
Saturday's Gaines
Washington 106, Atlanta 102
New Ycet 106, San Antonio 106
Phoenix 143, Philadelphia 139. OT
Kansas City 120, Indiana 99
Cleveland 106, New Orleans 94
Houston 115, Los Angeles 112, OT
Milwaukee 104, San Diego 93
Denver 121, Boston 98
Sunday's Games
Indiana 112, Atlanta 17
Cleveland 112., Golden State 108
New Jersey 117, Phoenix 112
aloaday's Geese  
Hasten at Milwaukee, (It/ 1.
Games
Los Aagaios at row Vert, (al
Dank at 1144*•mo.
arallopm Noe OrMaas. (a)
°Mae Rate at Chicago, Os)
City at liclustraL (n)
Waillingtom at Denver, (131






W L Pet. GB
27 12 1102 -
23 13 638 24
19 11 .514 7
30 21 488 8




















We. 2, lest 10
min .1 flu pet ft ff. pet rO Pf OP70 145 .413 10 24 .500 81 24 1$0 123
56 121 .463 18 30 .600 In 37 1311 11.8so 65 .442 1 24 .375 sa n 61 5.8
11 70.417 16 20 AN SI 15 54 5.4n 37 .515 5 7 .7114 se is 
21 42 .$S,,.,4 12 Ye 17 $ 51 4.6
17 44 .786 17 21 .810 14 26 SI 4.3
_7 8
6 le AN 4 10340 7
IlL4111_ in no Li 1
4 16 .250 S 0 4111 13 11 16
6 64 .250 0 0 AN 2 I 13 1.2
2 6 .133 2 2 1000 2 1 6 .7
.0110 0 0 .000 2 7 0 
73 161 .453 7 7 lose 33 29 153 13.0
334 740 .451 114 170 .471 425 237 782 65.2




Army 61, Yak 80
Boston Col 81, Northeastern 68
Boston U 85, Stonehill 60
Brown 66, Providence 60
Colgate 74, Cornell 67
Columbia 111, Stetson 71, OT
Detroit 77, Rhode Island 76, OT
Drexel 64, Rider 52
Iona 82, Wagner 71
La Salle 15, Lafayette 116
Lou Island 71, St. Boaaventure 71
NOR Dame 75, Villanova 64
Pennsylvania 62, Dartmouth 44
Princeton 56, Harvard 0
Si. Francis, Pa, 52, Navy 51
St. Peter's N.J. 92, Holy Cross 81
Seton Hall 92, Canisius 87
Sytecuse 100, Pittsburgh 74
Temple 74. St. John's, NY 73
Vermont 63, St Joseph's, Pa 61
W Virgirua 66, Massachusetts 56
SOUTH
Alabama A&M 83, Florida A&M 76
Auburn 91, Florida 86
Citadel 58, Clemson Si
Delaware St 92, Lincoln 71
Duke 74, Tulane 64
Furman 16, Davidson 13
George Mason 92, Campbell 85
Georgetown, D.C. 73, Samford 50
Georgia 69. Mississippi St. 67
Georgia Tech SO, Newberry 59
Grarnbling IR, Southern 82
Indiana St. IS, West Texas St. 77
Jacksonville 64, Hartford 62
James Madison 56, Wham & Mary 55
Lougee/1X St. 93, Kentucky 119
Louisville 73, SW Louisiana 60
Loyola, Md., 78, Baltimore U 70
Mercer 79, Baptist, S.C., 61
Middle Tennessee 99, Morehead St. Pt, 2
OT
Morris Harvey 53, Marshall 39
N.Carollin 88, Virginia 74, 2 (YT
N.Caro A&T 78, S. Caroline St. 73
N.Caro-Clarlotte 61, New Orleans 63
N.Carolina St. 100, Long Beach St. 73
NE L08948811 98, Wle-Whitewater 73
Tenneuiee $5, Alabama 77
Tenn-Chattanooga 74. Appalachian St. 67
Tennessee St. 76, Kentucky St. 64
Vanderbilt 94, Mississippi 70
Wake Forest 66. Maryland 60
W Carolina 104, N Carolina-Greenaboro
74























Tub and Shower Benches
Wall and Tub Grab Bars
E STUMM! 1876
STONE-LANG CO.
ISCEDIC44 841PPLIES - - -
206 L 401 St., Murray, 713-11161
Basketball
911113111111
lkscayne 78. Evansville 74, OT
Butler 16, Indiana Central 71
Central Michigan WI, Miami, Ohio 88
Cincinnati 72, Virginia Tech 61
Cleveland St. 83, Niagara 51
Creighton 75, Tulsa 71
Dayton 42, Duquesne 62
DePaul 86, Air Force 66
Drake 99, Fort Hays St. 46
E.Mtchigan 98, N.Illinois 67
Findlay 72, Anderson 64
Minas 74, Northwestern M
Illinois Bt. 74, McNeely 73
Indiana 43, Purdue $4
Iowa 85, Michigan 79
Michigan St. ft, Minnesota 62
Nebraska 72, Iowa St_ IS
Ohio St. 82, Wisconsin 71
Ohio U 101, W
Orel Roberts 107, Hardin-Simmons 70
&Illinois 89, Wichita St 71
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas et Houston 61
Arkansas St. 92, Wm Penn 62
Baylor 64, Rice 52
Houston Baptist 83, Texas Arlington 73
Oklahoma City 116, Centenary 13
Texas Chrinuin at Southern Methodist,
ppd., snow
Telas-E1 P1130 99, Alabama St_ 61
Texas Tech 92, Texas 71
WIMIT
Arizona 69, California 64
Arizona St. 80, Stanford 68
Cal-Irvine 63, Portland St 51
Denver 01, Colorado St. 44
Fullerton St 108, MacMurray 66
Gonzaga 95, Montana Si 72
Idaho St. $3, No Arizona 70
Montana 70, Idaho 49
N.Colorado 64, Valparano 56, OT
Nevada-Reno 79, Seattle 70
New Mexico St. 71, Bradley 64
Portland 101, St. Mary's 84
San Francisco 91, Pepperdine 71
Santa Clara 106, Loyola, Cal 92
Southern Cal 76, Oman Si, 75, GT
UCLA 71, Rutgers 57
Utah 103, Nevada-Las Vegas 97
Utah State 64, Brigham Young 68
Washington 57. Washington St 56
Weber St. 63, Boise St. 62
Wyoming 99. S.111-Edwardrillle 66
TOURNAMENTS
Bays' Club Classic
Fairfield till Lehigh 69
Howard 91, Delaware 71
Old Dominion Classic




Maybe I can save you






















came Keck from a 13-point
deficit behind their leading
man, outscoring the Gophers'
274 at one stretch in the
second half.
Kelly Trtpucka scored 26
points to lead Notre Dame
past Villanqva. Mike
O'Koren's 22 points helped
North Carolina beat Virginia.
The regulation game was tied
at 62-62 and the first overtime
at 69-69 before the Tar Heels
outscored their Atlanticroast
Conference colleagues 11-1
over the final 2:11 to record
their 10th victory in 11 games.
Mark Smith's 16 points led
undefeated Illinois over
Northwestern for its 14th
straight 'victory.
Brad Holland and Kiki
Vandeweghe combined for 33
points, leading UCLA's
conquest of Rutgers. The
Scarlet Knights scored only 17
points in the first half.
DeWayne Scales scored 25
points as LSU beat Kentucky
for the first time in history at
Lexington. Larry Bird's 32
points and 20 rebounds led
Indiana State over West Texas
State. John Duren scored 23
points and Eric Floyd-added
19 as Georgetown whipped
Samford.
Sidney Moncreif completed
a three-point play with 41
seconds left to climax a
spectacular comeback for
Arkansas, which trailed
Houston by 21 points at one
time. Bobby Turner's 16 points
led Louisville over South-
western Louisiana
Austin Tips Top-Seed Navratilova
WASHI4GTON - Teenager
Tracy Austin doesn't look like
a giant killer on the tennis
court - she just plays like
one.
The 16-year-old Austin, who
turned pro only last October,
easily outplayed top-seeded
Martina Navratilova 6-3, 6-2
Sunday to win the $125,000
Washington tournament, first
of 11 on the women's indoor
tennis circuit.
"Tracy kind of hits the ball
the same," said Navratilova,
winner of the tournaments
here in 1976,1977 and 1971.
"She doesn't change the
pace too much. Once in a
while, she may hit a slow one.
But she puts top spin on
everything. And generally she
keeps the ball in play."
Austin, who earned 824,000
for winning, controlled the
match completely, breaking
once in the first set and once in
the second. Hitting primarily
to Navratilova's backhand,
she never permitted
Navratilova to get into the
match.
Austin, the No. 2 seed, said




Austin to star Chris Evert.
-She's not going to have a bad
day. She's consistent.
"Their styles are so similar
that if you didn't look at their
faces, you would think you're
playing the same person," she
said.
liana Kloss of South Africa,
who lost to Austin in the
semifinal round, said, "I
thought Chris was going to be
around for awhile, but it looks











13 US $1.69 F.L.T.
and old tire




















































Austin played her nompi.
game of placements, passfs
and few errors. Her serte
tacked the power Of
Navratilova, but the latter
didn't score an ace and
became frustrated with
Austin's returns and her own
mistakes.
"You don't get too many
openings against Tracy;"
Navratilova said. "When you
get one you have to take ad-
vantage of it. When I had a
chance to get in, I would miss















Choose 6 95.14. C78-14. or 076-14
blsczwati plus 296 to 41g 9 E 1.
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rump-dish, :rotted one-piece enahl-
num wheels. High Voss finish shine*
bright- straws attentioo to your car!









$6 TRADE= I N
Regular Price $46.25
Minus Trade 6 00
$40 25 Group 22F
"LOW MAINTENANCE" Power House Battery
meets or exceeds all U.S. new Car specifica-
tions. $6.00 Trade-in applies to all group sizes.
Sale Ends Sat. Night
AS LOW AS
$4025




Lube & Oil Change
PROTECTS MOVING PARTS -
HELPS INSURE QUIET OPERATION.
• Chassis lubrication
and oil change •






$588 inc•des ins to 5 quarts maw








• Inspect and rotate all
4 Ores • Inspect Sus-
pension and ..leering







Addittortatdarta end sereiCeS tetra • 
if needed.
_ Front iitrse e sowhe l eadCheveitmtespoint NAN.tal
Engine Tune-Up
HELPS ENSURE ouicE COLD WEATHER slots
• Electronic engine. -
starting and charging *s-
tern analgais • Install new
points, plugs. Condenser
and rotor •• Set dwell and
timing • Adjust carbu-
retor • lutudes ks-
wagon. Toyota. Datsun
and light trucks
$3988 IncludeS kited parts and *tabor$4 less for.elertronic ignitiotiNo *Mrs ctiorek tor air.conditio,,
6-cv fits
11440 - 4keyt. 1141111.1111 1-cyl
, =21., Goodyear
Just Say 'Charge It ,[„ uti RevoZI;n9Account Use any of these 7 other ways to buy Our Own Custdrner Coedit Plan • MasterCharge • VIS8 • American Express Card • cod* Blanche • ()mere Club • Cast.
Confidence Starts Here
Goodyear Service Stores
Pere Manager Robert B. Rudolph, Jr.
Goodyear Service Store
_721 1.1216 struer sum_ NS am. until 1:811 pas. laity - %ma Friday iota 1:00 ors.
*array, Ky.-- - • - 153-0598...
9
ale
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Vietnam's Rebel Proteges Claim Complete
Control Of Cambodia With Capital Capture
By DEN 15 D. GRAY
Associated Press Writer
BANGKOK, Thailand ( API
- Vietnam's Cambodian rebel
proteges claim complete
control of gambodia after
reportedly capturing the
capital of Phnom Penh and
driving Premier Pol Pot's
government into the coun-
tryside in a two-week Viet-
namese invasion.
Vietnam and its Soviet allies
also reported the fall of
Phnom Penh on Sunday but
there was no independent
confirmation.
The rebels, led by Heng
Samrin, a defector from the
Pol Pot government, claimed
the local population aided
their offensive, but most
analysts say Vietnamese
troops did most if not all of the
fighting.
A. communique broadcast
by the month-old rebel
movement, the United Front
for National Salvation, said
the "revolutionary armed
forces" by noon Sunday
"completely liberatedA'
Phnom Penh, and -the dic-
tatorial and militarist regime
of the Pol Pot-leng Sary clique
has completely collapsed."
A Chinese government




1 John Paul II 2 Paddle
5 Labyrinth 3 Raise
9 Greek letter 4 Go in
12 Merit 5 College deg
19 Solar disk , 6 Reach
14 Crony 7 Fervor
15 Penned 8 Goal
.17 Baby frog 9 Lyric poem
•19 Subservient 10 High
21 Unemployed 11 Toward shel-
' 22 Entrance ter
.24 Roman gods 16 Printer's 
.75 Insect measure
'26 Away 18 Variegated
27 Repaired . 20 Model
29 Music abbr. 22 Potion
31 Compass pt. 23 Expel
32 Lava • 25 Trinket
33 Sun god 27 Post
34 Mountain 28 Fear
pass . 29 Attitude
35 Latin con- 30 Entreaty






































36 Pound down 44 Falsifier
34 Discovers 45 Perform
39 Expenses 47 Exist
41 Eagle's nest 49 Siamese
42 Hebrew currency
month 50 Female deer


























of Phnom Penh had been
anticipated by China, the
Cambodian government's
chief ally, but "Cambodia is
fighting on."
Prince Norodom Sihanouk,
the former Cambodian chief of
state who flew from Phnom
Penh to Peking Saturday, told
a news conference in the
Chinese capital that Pol Pot
and his government were
-alive and fighting somewhere
in Cambodia. He said the
Chinese are in radio contact
with them.
President Carter, on the
Caribbean island of
Guadeloupe after a four-
power Western summit, said
he had heard Phnom Penh had
fallen, but refused to discuss
the situation. White House
aides said privately that the
invasion supported predic-
tions by national security
adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski
that the Soviet Union and
China would fight a, t'proxy





Cannon said there was no
independent confirmation of
the rebels' battlefield claims,
but added: "We are prepared
to believe th_it Phnom Penh
has fallen to Vietnam or
Vietnam-backed insurgents ...
We're concerned that what is
essentially a local conflict
could escalate and involve
third powers ... and that must
be avoided at all costs)"
Vietnam claimed In air
official statement Sunday that
China had sent "a large
military force" close to the
Vietnamese border and in-
dicated the move was linked to
the Cambodian situation.
Efforts To Clean Up
Leaking Fuel Resumes
SIMPSONVILLE, Ky. (AP)
- Efforts to clean up diesel
fuel which leaked from
derailed train engines
resumed today, though of-
ficials said there was no threat
to the nearby Taylorsville
water supply as had been
feared.
'State water quality officials
and an Ohio firm called in by
the Department for Natural
Resources stretched two
synthetic buoys across a rural
creek Sunday to skim the fuel
from the surface before it
reached intakes at Taylor-
sville.
Most of the 15,000 gallons of
diesel fuel which spilled from
a derailed Louisville & Nash-
ville Railroad freight _Vain
Saturday night was contained
joefore it reached Big Bullskin
treek, officials said.
But 3,000 gallons of the fuel
escaped into the creek, which
empties into the Salt River,
the source of Taylorsville's
water supply.
Charles Bogart, a
spokesman for the state
Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services, said the
buoys were stretched across
the creek at U.S. 60 near
Simpsonville and near
Taylorsville. He said officials
did not think the spill would




morning, water quality of-
ficials said most of the diesel
fuel was contained or soaking
into the ground near the
wreckage, Bogart said. Fuel
which flowed into the creek
remained on top of the water,
he added. N. -
Bogart said monitoring of
the area would continue.
Six locomotives and nine
freight cars derailed. The
freight cars carried
wallboard, coke, wheat and





























The reported fall of Cam-
bodia would end one of the
most radical social ex-
periments this century.
Reports from Cambodian
refugees said it also was one of
the bloodiest.
In Moscow, the Soviet news
agency Taw; said the the
Cambodian government had
pursued "a barbarous policy
of genocide against the
Kaiapuehean people,"- and the
-liberation" of Phnom Penh
would cause "profound
satisfaction and joy by
millions of people" in the
world. •
Hostilities between Vietnam
and Cambodia, former allies
in the Indochina War, began
shortly after the Communist
victories in 1975 and escalated
a year ago. The two peoples.
have a history of centuries of
warfare and enmity.
Peking called on the United
Nations to intervene in the
border war.
THE NEWS IN BRIEF
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
- Vietnam's Cambodian rebel
proteges claim complete
control • of Cambodia after
reportedly capturing the
--capital of Phnom Penh and
driving Premier Pol Pot's
government into the coun-
tryside in a two-week Viet-
namese invasion.
The rebels, led by Heng
Samrin, a defector from the
Pol Pot regime, claimed the
local population aided their
offensive, but most analysts
say Vietnamese troops did
Most if not all of the fighting.
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) • -
Sporadic rioting brokeybut in
Tehran today as Iran ob-
served a second day of
mourning for the hundreds
killed in the past year of
demonstrations against Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi.
Four persons were reported
killed Sunday, the first day of
the two-day mourning period,
in riots in Tehran and six other
cities. One man was reported
wounded by police gunfire in
Tehran today.
DENVER --(AP) - The
na tion'ia'-*Orkeiiiii told
to report to work today, but
the threat of a nationwide
walkout by the 60,000 refinery
workers remained'. "very
real," the union president
said.




delayed calling a strike to give
further study to a proposal
from Amoco, a company
trademark of Standard Oil Co.
-(Indiana).
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) -
It took seven hours in
Novernber for Illinois'
lawmakers to make them-
selves the nation's highest-
paid state legislators at
$28,000 a year. But a 5w-week
citizens' war and an 18-hour
special legislative session has
erased that distinction.
On Sunday - the day before
his inauguration to a second
term Gov. James Thom-
pson signed a compromise pay
plan that converts the 88,000-a-
year pay boost approved in
November - an even 40
percent - into a two-year
package, with a $5,000 raise
beginning this -week and a




will ask Congress later this
month for nearly $1 billion to
push development of a new
long-range mobile missile
system designed to be safe
from a surprise Soviet attack.
Administration sources said
Carter's budget requests will
be made in anticipation of.
probable final decisions by
April on moving into full-scale
development of sucti a missile
and on the method of basing it.
Senior defense officials ap-
pear to favor an air-launched
concept.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
United States' demand for oil
will have-to be cut back if
Iran's oil production remains
shut off for another three
months, says Energy
Secretary James Schlesinger'.
He added Sunday that Iran's
political turmoil has "per-
manently impaired" that
country's ability to produce oil
and the United States may
have to ease domestic en-
vironmental restrictions to
make up the difference.
Appetite For Fuel May
Change World Says Panel
By ROBERT LOCKE
AP Science Writer
HOUSTON (AP) - A
voracious appetite for fossil
fuels could change the world's
climate so drastically that an
overgrown ocean might one
day send waves crashing




made actions that could raise
temperatures, melt polar ice
caps and inundate coastal
cities, others warned that
nature itself is pushing the
world slowly but inexorably.
toward a new ice age.
The panel outlined some
possible future weather
problems at a news con-
ference Sunday during the
annual meeting of the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science.
"We've had 10,000 or 11,000
years of warmth, and judging
from the geologic record,
we've just about had our
ration," said John Mercer of
Ohio State University. "In the
ural course of events, we
would probably sink gradually
into the next ice age.
"But," he said, "the advent
of man and his proclivity for
fossil fuels may alter the
picture somewhat."
The threat is called the
"greenhouse effect," a ),sub-
iect of growing debate over
the past two decades. Some
scientists say the atmosphere
is being dangerously
overloaded with carbon
dioxide, a byproduct of bur-
ning oil, coal and natural gas.
Carbon dioxide acts like the
glass walls of a greenhouse --
is allows the sun's heat to
reach Earth, then keeps much
of it from being reflected back
InttrsPece•
Rrvtllt_of.. the...cgtarned. rah bringing-the..
University of California at San arts into the mainstream of
Diego said some experts American life."
predict that within 75 years
world energy consumption
could double the amount of
carbon dioxide normally
_found in the atmosphere. He
said that could raise global
temperatures an average of
more than 5 degrees
Fahrenheit.
Mercer said that's enough
extra heat to melt perhaps 10
percent of the gigantic ice
sheets of Antarctica and add
incredible amounts of water to
the oceans. The last time the
ice melted, about 125,000 years
ago, sea levels rose at least 12
to 20 feet, he said.
Mercer said the warming
trend might take a century or
more or it Might occur
catastrophically in a few
decades or even years.
Revelle said the warming
could continue for 1,000 years.
James Hays of Columbia
University said that he still
forecasts cold centuries to
come - the result of cyclic
changes in the Earth's orbit
about the sun.
"The long-term trend over
thousands of years is toward
cooling," he said. "It faiy well
be that we will get a (war-
ming) bump in there, but its
duration will be limited. Then
you'd go back to the long-term
trend. You could have both."
EXPANSION ARTS
WASHINGTON ( AP )-The
National Endowment for the
Arts says A.B. Spellman Jr.
has been appointed director of
its Expansion Arts Program.
Endowment Chairman
Livingston L. Biddle Jr. said,
"This program is vital to our
goals because it addresses the
needs of community-based
arts groups, and perhaps
more directly than any of the
Endowment's programs it is
. LEGAL NOT, CE I. LEGAL NOTICE
ADVANCE PUBLIC NOTIFICATION OF ENTEN
ViNTTy ECOUNTY OF CALLAWAY TO FILE A COM-DEVELOPMENT BIACIC GRANT SMALL
CITIES PREAPPLICATION UNDER PROVISIONS
OF TITLE I OF THE HOUSING & COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1974, AS AMENDED.
The primary goal of the Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) program is the development of
viable communities through the provision of decent
housing, economic opportunities and a suitable living
environment principally for persons of low and
moderate incomes. In order to achieve this goal, the
US. Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) makes available 100% grants on a competitive
basis to cities of under 50,000 population and rural
counties throughout Kentucky.
Pursuant to 24CFR 570.431 and the County of
Calloway's desire to inform all interested citizens of
the opportunity which exists for participation in the
formulation and subsequent finalization of a preap-
plication request to HUD, public hearings are
scheduled for 7:30 p.m., Jan. 3, 1979, Dexter com-
munity center and 7:30 p.m., Jan. 17, 1979, Dexter com-
munity center.
Activities which may be undertaken with CDBG
financial support are wide ranging in nature but must
be consistent with one or more of the following
program objectives: (1) suppod realistic and at-
tainable strategies for expanding-row and moderate in-
come housing opportunities; (2) promote decon-
centration of lower-income housing; (3) promote more
rational land use; (4) provide increased economic op-
portunities for low and moderate incomePernips; tt )
correct deficiencies in public facilities which affect the
public health or safety, especially of low and moderate
income persons. Further details concerning specific
eligible activities will be discussed upon request at the
forthcoming public hearings.
There are two separate grant programs provided by
CDBG Small Cities Federal regulations - Single Pur-
pose and Comprehensive. A Single Purpose program
will provide funds for one or more projects designed to
meet a Specific community development need in the
areas of housing, deficiencies in public facilities which
affect the public health and safety, or economic con-
ditions. A Comprehensive program must meet all of
the following criteria: (1) address a substantial portion
of the identifiable community development needs
within a defined concentrated area; (2) involve two or
more activities that bear a relationship to each other
and which either in terms of support or necessity are
carried out in a coordinated manner; (3) have
beneficial impact within a reasonable period of time;
(4) be developed through assessment of the applicant's
community development, housing, and economic
needs.
The Area Office of HUD has established for Fiscal
Year 1979 maximum grant amount of $500,000.00 for
Single Purpose programs and $1,000,000.00 for Com-
prehensive programs.
Citizens are encouraged to offer suggestions and
proposals concerning potential CDBG activities and
projects for Dexter/Almo. WrittAn proposals will be
accepted before Jan. 24, 1979. Plialkf. forwaritto: Gale
Readel, Calloway County Judge Ex. Office, P.O. Box
350, Murray, Ky. 42071, 753-0799. Proposals will be
responded to within 15 working days of receipt by the
county.
Additional program information, including a sum-
mary of the CDBG Smalj Cities Program, March 1,
1978 CDBG Small Cities Program Federal regulations,
and a citizen participation plan are available for public
Inspection during the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
at:Calloway County Judge Ex. office, P. 0. Box 350,
Murray, Ky. 42071, 753-0799.
2. NOTICE
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th , phone 753 3128
I
• - FOR SALE
Wieffe portable disk- I
washer made by Roper
in good militias,







be submitted by 12




submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.
GOD IS LOVE, If you would
like to know anything 'about
the Bible, call 759-4600. 24




March 12, 1979. Enrollment
limited. Apply now. Call
(615) 526-3660 or write
Cumberland School of
Medical Technology, 321 N


























REDUCE SAFE 8. fast with
GoBese tablets and E Vap
"water pills", Holland Drug,
109 S 4th, 
WE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatives. If you had
pictures made at Love's
during the past 25 years, we
can supply you with reprints.
Carter Photographic Studio,




only. One infant. Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday, 8 to
2.30. Tuesday and Thursday,
10 to 1. Send name, phone
number and references to:




- Bose Wissaists imam for 2
body am. boodomod mkt.
Is wises taly so sir-
site orom000r, Vostot M-
ow p. ' Chevrolet,




big $55 stuffing envelopes.
Free details. Write SayCo,
824 LT Augusta, Elgin, IL
60120
IMMEDIATE
PLACEMENT. Will hire 3.
Need motivated 17 24 year
old males for Nuclear
training Must be high school
graduate Have above
average ability in math,
algebra $121 weekly. Room
and board, ,medical. Two
years paid training. Call
Navy (502) 753-6439. 
RESPONSIBLE PERSONS
to comut• to Mayfield, 7:3010
5 daily Call 753-6117 
USED CAR dealer needs




Grocery store, good location
in K irksey. For information
call 489-2519 and leave yggr
phone nurnber.
12 INSURANCE
W• ere I. rat* l000resce
on mob& homey, et* 3 M-
f•nout cempooles. for host
rates. wows Moe Ito
esvoleo ad ilool ktui., 3/2
N. 17*- 21.1-3263.
14. WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY good used
motile homes. Call 502 527
1362.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
BOYS -S-HOES for Sale. Some
dress shoes, tennis shoes,
some in very good conditiOn.
Sizes 7 through 10. Call after
5 pm, 753 9930. 
FOUR 15 INCH Keystone• wheels and tires like new,
$700 Maple dinette .set, $125.
,srt
Chrome dinette set, S.55.
753 6615. 
-.Antique cabinet, $100. Call
.
cook stove, dinette suite with
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IS. ARTICLES 27. MOB. NOME SALESFOR SALE
1978 POWER DRIVE Hoover
vacuum cleaner. Boys
piece- maple bedr00111 Suite.
Block vinyl Hassock and
,offee table combination
Girls clothes size 8 through 16
and sizes 3 through 5 Boys
clglh-size 8 through 1•6
753 405. 41 •
16. HOME FURNISHINGS .
We , Irade
Used Furaisure or Ap-
ptionces
Hodge 8. Son, Inc.
515
FOR SALE Used clothes
dryer, excellent condition,
$75. Call 759-45/3 after 4 pm. 
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service fn Paducah' call 1-
443 6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760.
111. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE: Used Singer
sewing machine, zig tag, all
regular attachments, sews
perfect, fully guarenteed,
full cash price, $39.50 Call
Martha Hopper, 354,6521. 
22. MUSICAL
CONN TRUMPET and case
for sale, excellent condition.
Priced to sell. Call 753-0806.
CLEARANCE SALE: Save
from 15 per cent to 50 per
cent on pianos, organs,
guitars, banjos, stereos,
radios, t.v 's, guitar cases,
amplifiers, 8-track tape
players, and etc._ Lonardo
Piano Co. across from Post
OffiCe, Paris, TN.
EXPERJENCED MUSCIAN







hickory. Cutting near New
Concord. $17.50 a‹,ic1%.a rid up.
Call 437-4228.. . •
REWOOD FE31C-sele. Call
437-4319.
FOR SALE: 2 E 7814 Atlas
Studded snow tires. Used
very little, $30 each. 753-5238.
WOOD FOR sale. Will
deliver. 437-4617.
ZENITH QUADRAPHONIC
and 4 speakers, $250 753-8424
at ter..a.pan 
26. TV-RADIO
USED ADMIRAL color t.V.,
575. 435-4286.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1974 HALLMARK 12' X 50',.2
bedroom, 1 bath, un-
derpinned. Call 753-8706.
1968 MOBILE HOME. 2
bedrooms, located 'Fox
Meadows, underpinned, gas
heat, $3900 firm. Call 753 4587
after 5 pm. 
1972, TWO BEDROOM, gas,
furnished, very nice. 753-4074
or 753 1877.
1976 12' X.60' TRAILER for
sale 753-9233.
1974 12' X 60' TWO
BEDROOM trailer, all
etectric, furnished, central
air, underpinned and storage
building. Located at Pee
Meadows Trailer Courts.
CAII 247 7366 after 4 pm.
-213.-M011: HOME RENTS
TWO. THREE bedroom
hoyse tralers for rent. One, 2
bedroom house trailer for
rent. 759-4522 or 753-0170.
79. HEATIOG IA COOLING
FUR NACE.--10tUrat gas,-





FOR RENT. on the corner of
6th and Main for small Shop
or office. Available Feb. 1.
Contact Well Purdom, 753-






Space now available. For
details contact, Don Overby,
Murray, 733-1292.
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent,
Equipped with gas twat and
air conditioning. Call 753 3018
after 5 pm.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
apartment, $175 per month.
1619 W Main. 753 6930 or 247
4787.
ONE BEDROOM, all elec-
tric, furnished apartment
with washer and dryer,
utilites paid. 753 9829.  
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
SLEEPING ROOMS,




34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom
house, partially furnished, on
Wadesborough Road near
Benton Call 547,9229
anytime, or 437 4892 after 6
pm. 
LAKE"SHORE home' un
furnished, 3 bedroom, 2
baths, couple only. $250 per
month. Security deposit and




















Step up to a career sales opportunity with an in-
ternational organization. Be guaranteed up to $1000
the first month to start. Sale and service business
and professional people. Hospitalization and many
I
other fringe benefits. Must be over 21, bondable, ex-
cellent character. Call for appointment, Mon.,
Tues., and Wed. Mr. Morris, 442-7341. Equal Op-
portunity Employer.
HELP WANTED
FISHER PRICE TOYS a division of the QUAKER
OATS COMPANY has an opening for a keypun-
ch/computer operator on midnight shift. Keypunch
experience necessary. Excellent salary and benefit
program, including profit sharing". Contact John
Warren, Personnel Manager, E Penny Road,
Murray, KY 42071- (502) 753-0450
An Equal Opportunity Employer
LELY ROTERRA PARTS
SALE IN PROGRESS
McKeel Equipment Company is allowing an extra-
10% discount on all Lely Roterra parts orders
placed before Jan. 20, 1979. Look your machine over
and bring your list to McKeel Equipment Company
in Murray, Ky. today. (Offer good on any order of-
$75 or more, placed by Jan. 20, 1979 and picked up &






Black and rust, 6 weeks yld,
$100. Sire and Dame on
premises for viewing. Call
anytime, 436 5837. -
AFTER CHRISTMAS Sale!
Six Cocker Spainel pups, 8
weeks old Two male Cocker
SpainalS. 8 months old. 1
femali. Cocker Spainel, 15
months old. Call 527-9229.
-:-SUDSBURY-
PARK
Dog grooming, located !
ise Murray. Call 739-
4140, Monday through I
*Way, 9 till 3.
A K C REGISTERED
Minature Dachshund for stud
service. Beautiful dog from
champion bloodline. call 753
0806.
BEAUTIFUL IRON gray
kitten. About 4 months old
Playful and energetic. Has
had distemper shot. Please
call 753-3535 after 5 pm.
FULL BLOODED Collie
puopies, 753-4003 after if pm. 
PERSIAN KITTEN. Gray
and white. About 8 weeks old
Very quiet and affectionate.
Has had distemper shot. Is
housebroken. Please call 753
3535 after 5 pm.
TREEIN WALKER Hound
pups for sale. 3 months old.'








With The Friendly Touch"
THRIVING BUSINES-









Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
COON-TRY- AIR end sun-
shine. I, it is country living
you are looking for, let us
show you this 55 acre farm, a
beautiful budding spot to
build your dream .house, 2
acres of bottom land. We also
have a farm 'that has
everything you want, corn,
grain bins, dark fired and
burley tobacco, creek, $650
per acre., Do you want to see
for yourself? Call now! 753
1492, c-,fferecl by LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS.
• 
Prof esawrial Seri,. es
With The Fneridlyi Touch'
GATESBORO RESID-
ENTIAL LOT . . . 120'
wide 200' deep on
Gatesborough Circle.
City water and sewers.
Priced Right To Sell
$4,950. Call Boyd-




105 N. 12th St
DO ANY THING you like w or,
this property: Around 387
feet of highway frontage on
New Concord Highway You
can build a home, mobile
home, business or anything.
Priced at $3,800. The













EXPECT TO BE IM-
PRESSED - If unique
is what you seek, we
have it. This 3-story, 5
bedroom home has all















45. FARMS FOR SALE
139 ACRE ROW crop farm
located in West Calloway
county $900 per acre. Resits(
to P.O. Box 56. Farmington,
KY 42040.
FARM OF 222 acres fronting
On both side of KY 408
(paved) 2 miles east of U.S.
45 High state of cultivation,
excellent for cattle with both
hill and second bottom land.
Excellent stock barn and
idoecco barn with bases.
Five room modern brick
house w itb basement anCld
single garage Earl R.
Green, R1.1, Boaz, KY 42027.
1979 United Feature Sy ni,cate Inc
"WHEN WILL THEY LEARN TO
LEAVE MILITARY SPENDING'TO
US EKP-ERT5. "
43. REAL ESTATE 
-rent( e
FIRST TIME in Murray!
Free moving van for local
moves. Courtesy moving van
is available for our clients.
List with us, purchase with
us. We really move our











describes this new 3







are only a few of the
quality features of this





• leaving town wants quick
sale. 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
(One-has sunken tub), all- 
furniture and appliances
4.stay. Close to the lake, priced
in the teens. Call and lets
deal today Call 753 1492 or













With The Friendly Touch"
FISHERMAN'S RET-
REAT - CENTER
RIDGE SUB. - This
Coz! Cottage on large
wooded lot, not far









South 121h at Sycamo.•
TELEPHONE 7531051
Back on the market
and reduced to
$25,500.00 is this seven
room house on over an
vre of land just two
miles south of Murray.
Seven closets, carpet.
and range. New pump
in well. Make your
appointment today!
4 
44. HOMES FOR SALE
BY BUILDER: New, energy
saver brick • house,
livingroom, custom built
handcrafted ' cabinets in
kitchen and utility, 2 full
ceramic tile oaths with tubs
and showers and marble top
vanities. Family room,
covered porch, 3 bedrooms, 2
blocks from University. Wall
to wall carpet, 82 gallon
quick recovery hot water
heater, garbage disposal,
storm windows, heat pump,
double installation in walls,
floors, and ceilings, chan-
delier, double wide
driveway. Shown by ap
pointment only. John 0.
Pasco, 753.5791 or 753-2649. 




family room, i baths, gas
heat. For appointment call
John Pasco, 753 5791 or 753-
/649.
FOR SALE by owner: 4
bedroom brick, 1 large bath;
fireplace in den, big utility
and garage. New dutch barn.
H 100 ' 
V.A. loan, low 50's. In
.Puryear, TN. 247 5587.
THE BUY of the new year is
this nice lot in -15 ingswood
Subdivision. In an- area of
lovely homes, this lot is an
excellent investment to keep
or build on now. The lot lends
itself to different home
styles. Only 13,500 The
NELSON. SHROAT. CO.
REALTORS, 759 1707.
God MAKI! fenal 4$ Acre
bottom WO fon wins 36 Ow
Jake was. Priced it ..ty
233,500. This farm ahsrrfs
produces pod wow. Se Ova











Would you like to live
near the lake or have a
nice house just to get
away from it all? Take
a look at this prac-
tically new two
bedroom home in
Baywood Vista. It has
a nice kitchen, living
room, one bath and a
full walkout basement
with central heat and
air. Priced to sell fast
at only $21,500. Don't
delay - phone us today.
KOPPERUD REALT-
Y, 753-1222.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
TWO EXCELLENT lots in
Keniaha subdivision, on
blacktop road Community




4$. FARMS FOR SALE
7$ ACRE FARM with house
and one out building for sale
5 miles from Kentucky Lake
Call weekdays after 6:30 Pm
Any time on Saturday or
unday. 753 7244
_EOLt ,BEDR9ON1 house,
best . location, Nor4fi . 10th
Street. Call 753-2200.
49. USED CARS
1973 AUDI-, 4-door, AM-FM,
sun roof, automatic, new
radials, g_ood condition.
$1695. Call 1-901-593-3907, Big
Sandy, TN..
t971 CHEVROLET







604 So. 12th St.
SO. USED TRUCKS
1977 FORD TRUCK, 4 wheel
drive, F150. AM-FM tape
player, sliding back window.
Stiarp. Call cloys 753-8533,
evenings 753-6132. 
51. CAMPERS
FOR SALE: Avion travel
trailer. 25 ft. 1968 model
Good condition. AC, stereo,
tape deck. Call 354 6561 after
6 pm
52. BOATS A MOTORS
19 FOOT SKI barge 50
horsepower motor, $2000
-7534428. _
1971 CH*tioit •MA-LIBU, 2-
door hard top, power
steering, power brakes, air,
AM FM tape. Lettered tires
and mag wheels, nice car,
$1050. Call 753-3571 or 753-
8124. 
-1974 DATSUN 260 Zfor sale.
Fully loaded, asking $3700 or
best offer. Call 759-4633
before 5:30 pm.
1974 MAVRICK, 2-door, 6
cylinder automatic, power
steering, AM-FM stereo:
green with brown vinyl top.
Nice, $1350. 753.3571 or 753-
8124. 
1978 REGAL. 14',D00 miles,
Power, air, tilt, AM-FM




197-8 CHEVY 4 by 4,
Silvarado, loaded with 17,000
actual miles. (615) 232-7404.
1958 CHEVROLET
Runs. $100. Call 436-2289.
1974 DODGE D ACE with
gravel dump, 5-speed, 50,000
actual miles, A I shape. (615)
232 7404. Dover, TN.






BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
CARPENTER WORK, small
or large jobs. Call 437.4380




walks, Patios, steps, free
estimates 753 5476.
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for





753.2310 for free esfimafk.
- -
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates
INSULATE AGA4NST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown




Tennessee Insulation, X. 7
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
(502) 435-4527.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN





call Ernest White, 753-0605.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753 8170.
33. stemmas OFFERED
PIANO TUNING and repair.




between-.7m and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
ROOFING, FLAT .cir
shingles, water proofing wd
mobile hgrnss. 15 yes
experience, Coll 435-4173. :7
TREE TRIMMING arid
removal. Free estimates.
Call after 5 pm, 436-2294. 
WET BASEMENT? We
*make wet- basements *In
Work completely guaran-
teed.. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1-
442-7026.
WET BASEMENT? Repair
and water proof, all work
guarenteed. Call Paducah,
4/2,8017. Cole 8. Associates.
WILL BABYSIT in my home




about 10 months old, great
with kids. 753-8430, call after
4:00pm.
al‘ba
4TH ANNUAL JACKSON PURCHASE
PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION
SPONSORED FARM MACHINERY AUCTION
Saturday, February 24, 1979,
Rain a Shine
WAR* MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLAZA parting lot al Se
Kilned, on Highway 121
4
10:00 A.M.
Sall di, Neils *that
This is an open sale for Jackson Purchase area rmers. We are
now making free appraisals and accOting consignments. Consign
your machinery early by contacting this firm or- your local RCA of-
fice. We already have a good selection of late model tractors and
field equipment consigned.
We will receive equipment all day Thur-
sday and Friday prior to sale. NO EQUIP-
MENT WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER 5:00 P.M.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23. We will have
adequate un oading facilities and Tround
assistance available. You are also invited to




A security guard will be on premises from 7:00 A.M. Thursday,




PCA, in its effort to better serve





C. ox swim FLA
Real Estate & Auction Co.
247-13115






(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)
Taber's Body Shop








NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Satlirda 7 .30 til 5:00
PRICI HAIR CUT 51.50 PRICE SHAVE St 75
For hospital A house calls pleas* call 753-3685 one
day in advance.
Cut the cost of those
high heating bills
Don't hesitate, Insulate
Blown in or Batts
Type I, Class A,
TVA approved insulation
*Free Espmates.







6 a m Midnight














































Meow was., rots, sower,
pewit awl cow rata tools mod
er.
'153-5703
802 N 180 Street
_
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I Deaths and Funerals 1
John Marshall Byrd Mrs. Bun Swann Is
Dies; Was Brother Dead At Age Of 85;
Mrs. Harmon Ross Rites Incomplete
John Marshall Byrd,
brother of Mrs. Harmon
(Sarah i Ross of Murray Route
2, died Saturday at 1:13 a.m.
at the Mesa Lutheran General
Hospital, Mesa, Arizona. He
was 70 years of age and a
resident of Fort Apache,
Arizona. .- .
Mr. Byrd was a graduate of
Murray State University. He
was a retired superintendent
of the Fort Apache Indian
Reservation Schools, and had
also served as teacher and
principal at the Apache
Junction High School.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Helen Wood Byrd, to
whom he was married in 1935;
two daughters, Mrs. Marie
Dillard, Redding, Calif., and
Mrs. Phyllis Johnson,
Prescott, Arizona; one son,
John Edward Byrd, Yuma,
Arizona; seven grand-
children.
Mr. Byrd is also survived by
four sisters, Mrs. Ross,
Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth
Haynes, Fulton, 'Mrs. Rachel
Howell, Crutchfield, and Mrs.
Esther Davie,- Hickman; four
brothers, James C. Byrd and
Richard S. Byrd, Crutchfield,
Robert M. Byrd, Coal City,
Ill., and William S. Byrd,
Paducah.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at the Desert View
Chapel, Apache Junction,
Arizona, with burial to follow
in a cemetery there.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to




Wade Brewer, brother of
Billy Brewer of Murray, died
Friday at his home near
Dresden, Tenn. He was 48
years of age and a carpenter.
Mr. Brewer is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Judy Brewer;
two daughters, Mrs. Vickie
Lucas of Sharon, Tenn., and
Miss Janie Brewer of
Dresden, Tenn.; three sons,
David Lewis of Martin, Tenn.,
Rodney Brewer of Sharon,
Tenn., and Terry Brewer of
Dresden, Tenn.
Survivors also include his
father, Porter Brewer of
Alton, Mo.; four sisters, Mrs.
Mary Johnson of • Denver,
Colo., Mrs Bonnie Leland of
Nashville, Tenn.. Mrs. Lillian
Williams of Bettendorf, Iowa,
and Mrs. Stella Morland of
Omaha, Neb.; three brothers,
Ralph of Daisy, Ark., James
of Sikeston, Mo., and Billy of
Murray.
The funeral was held
Sunday at 9:45 a.m. at the
chapel of the Sharon Funeral
Home, Dresden, Jenn. Burial
was in the Woodlawn
Cemetery there.
J.H. Thompson Is
Dead At Age Of 50;
Rites On Saturday
The funeral for James H.
Thompson was held Saturday
at 1 p.m. at the chapel of the
Collier Funeral Home, Ben-
ton', with the Rev. R. J. Burpoe
officiating. Burial was in the
Horn Cemetery.
Mr. Thompson. Belleville,
Mich., died Wednesday at a
hospital in Wayne, Mich. He
was 50 years of age, a member
of the Olive Baptist Church,
and also a member of the
Electrical Wrokers Local 816,
Paducah.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Bertha A. Thompson;
one daughter, Mrs. Tina Gale
Ryan, Gilbertsville; one step
daughter, Mrs. Karen Ann
Greene, Belleville., Mich.;
three sons, Jimmy L.
Thompson. BentOrf, Michael
Howard Thompson, Wheeling,
W, Va., and Denise Blaine
Thompson. Renton; two
grandchildren.
Mr. Thompson is also
survived by six sisters, Mrs.
Mary Lee Bogard, Murray,
Mrs. Pinkie Poole, Belleville,
Mich., _ Mrs. Nellie Lovett,
Mrs. Reba Lovett, Mrs. Lola
Darnell, and Mts. Emma Lou
Travis,- all. of Benton; one
brother, Wilson Hughes
Thompson, Benton.
Mrs. Bun ( Ophelia ) Swann,
1323. Poplar Street, Murray,
died Sunday at 10 p.m. at the
'Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 85 years of
age.
The Murray woman and her
husband, who survives, were
married Oct. 14, 1911, and just
observed their 67th wedding
anniversary in October. Born
July 27, 1893, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late Alfred Kimble
Crawford and Mary Agnes
England Crawford. -
Mrs. Swann was a member
of the First United Methodist
Church and of the United
Methodist Women of the
church. She had been a
member of the Lynn Grove
Parent-Teacher Association,
Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, and
the North Murray
Homemakers Club. She had
also worked closed with the
Calloway County Chapter of
the American Red Cross.
Survivors include her
husband, Bun Swaim; three









Dover, Tenn.; one grand-
daughter, Mrs. Robert Allen
(Jennifer) Partin, San
Francisco, Calif.; twtf great
grandchildren, Erin Grogan,
Frankfort, and Robert Allen
Partin, Jr., San Francisco.
Mrs. Swarm was preceded in
death by two sisters, Mrs.
Oswald (Clemmio West and
=- -Mrs. Wes (Lucille) Doty, and
-two brothers, Grady and K.
Tarlton Crawford.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
funeral and burial
arrangements.
Dot Miller, a forestry major from the University of Kentucky, marks a tree for cutting
as part of a field exewise during the Resource Management Consortium January 1-6,
1979, at Brandon Spring Group Camp in the southern portion of Land Between The
Lakes. Students from the University of Tennessee, the University of Kentucky, Stephen
F. Austin University, and Southern Illinois University participated in the consortium in
the 170,000-acre public demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee in an
effort to gain practical experience in their fields of study.
(TVA Photo by Steve Tully)
•
Wycqlon Sets Flee To-Tanker
In Ireland; 47 Dead, Missing
BANTRY, Ireland AP) —
An explosion set fire to a
French supertanker at a
storage terminal in Ireland's
scenic Bantry Bay early
today, spilling flaming oil
across the water, and police
reported 47 persons dead or
missing.
The 121,430-ton tanker
Betelgeuse was moored at a
Gulf Oil facility on Whiddy
Island when the explosion tore
open its side with a blast heard
for 20 miles.
Police said 40 crew mem-
bers and seven members of
the terminal staff were in the
vicinity; and only three bodies
had been found.
Britain's Royal Air Force_
sent helicopters from Wales to
help with the search as
firefighters battled for, more
than three hours to bring the
towering flames aboard the
ship under crtrol.
Whiddy island is a super-
Dr. Russ Howard Passes
Internal Medicine Boards
The American Board Of
Internal Medicine has
recently notified Dr. Russell
E. Howard that he has suc-
cessfully passed the certifying
examinations of the American
Board of Internal Medicine
Dr. Rasa Howard
and is now a Diplomate in
Internal Medicine. This
constitutes one of the highest
attainments in diagnostic and
internal medicine, a
spokesman said.
Dr. Howard received his
pre-med degree from Murray
State University and his M.D.
degree from the University of
Louisville during which time
he studied at the University of
Jonathan-Aurora
Action Committee-
To Meet Jan. 15
he Jonathan-Aurora
Action Committee will meet at
7 p.m. Monday, Jan. 15, in the
Bank of Benton Branch Office
in Aurora, according to
Barbara Woodrum, the
committee's new president.
Earl Wilson will 'give a
report on last fall's Country
Festival, and there will be a
discussion and conunittees
will be appointed for this
year's festival. Dick Thomas
will also have a report from
the Community Development
Committee.
All members and interested
persons are urged to attend
the first meeting of the new
year
_London, in England. His in-
ternship and specialization
;-training was taken at Baptist
Memorial Hospital in Mem-
phis, where he served as
president of the Interne's and
Resident's House Staff
Association.
Dr. Howard is married to
the former Cindy Sawyer of
MetropoliS, Ill., and they have
one son, Robert. They reside
at 809 Olive St., in Murray. Dr.
Howard is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. Rudolph Howard of
Murray.
Dr. Howard is now prac-
ticing with Dr. John C.
Quertermous hr (he Internal
Medical Associates offices at




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Funeral services are
scheduled Tuesday in
Taylorsville for James R.
Russell, a CourierJournal
reporter, and columnist who
died at the age of 45 at his
Spencer County home.
Russell died of an apparent
heart attack Sunday morning
after a night of illness, ac-
cording to Dr. William K.
Skaggs of Taylorsville.
A native of Wingo, Russell
was named last week as the
Lousville newspaper's amsneonmetars 
— statewide columnist after 11-"Adallial—
Assties• Teitaphonecareer as reporter, farm
editor, magazine writer and
chief of the Courier-Journal
Frankfort bureau.
In 1977, Russell was named
outstanding jpurnalist in




Federal-State Market News Service
Jan 5,1575
Percher* Area Hog Market
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tanker terminal at which the
huge ships that are too big to
enter West European harbors
unload oil from the Middle
East. More than 250 million
gallons of crude oil are stored
there, waiting for reshipment
to Britain and the Continent,
but the firefighters kept tile
flames from reaching the
storage tanks.
However, a dozen families
were evacuated from the
island:   •
-All we know is there was
an explosion on board the ship
followed by a flash fire on the
water, presumably from oil
that came from the hold in the
explosion," said Donald Ash,
the general manager.91. the
Gulf terminal. ._...
Ash said the Betelgeuse had
pumped out some 21 million
gallons of oil, or about two-
thirds of its cargo, and was
taking on sea water as ballast
before discharging thr rest
when the explosion occurred.
Ash said it was too soon to
determine the extent of oil
leakage ino the bay.
It was the second super-
tanker disaster in eight days.
The 218,6654on Greek tanker
Andros Patras exploded and
burned off the northwest coast
of Spain on Dec. 31, and 29 ,7
persons were lost. The ship did
not sink but was towed farther
out to sea after spilling out an
estimated 12 million gallons of
FHA Emergency-Wan
Team To Work In Area
An Emergency Loan team
of nine members will be
working in the Purchase area,
William E. Burnette, state
director, Farmers Home
Administration, has an-
nounced. The team will be
primarily working out of the
Mayfield FmHA office serving
Graves, Calloway and Mar-
shall counties where several
emergency drought ap-
plications have been filed. The
local Mayfield FmHA office
reports they have received
approximately 171 of these
emergency applications.
Farmers who suffered a
twenty percent production
loss in cash crops from the
drought may qualify for a
three percent loan to cover
their actual losses. Additional
financing for productional
purposes, or for making major
adjustments in farming
operations, may be made at a
higher interest rate.
Applicants must show that
credit is not available to them
from local conventional
lenders and that they have





Counties should be filed at the
FmHA office in Mayfield
located at the Agricultural
Service Center on the Jim
Town Road, just off Highway
45 North. The last date ap-
plications from Calloway
County may be filed is August
24, 1979. The last date ap-
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local merest alnoon, En, today. furrushed MIledger & nines by First of Mirtugan,
Corp . Murray are as follows







plications from Graves and
Marshall Counties may be
filed is August 31, 1979.
Few Bills Are Proposed For
Assembly In Extra Month
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Wrtter
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Although
Kentucky's lawmakers were given an
additional month to prepare for the
special session of the General
Assembly which begins today, few
additional bills have been proposed.
No new bills have been prefiled since
last month's abortive one-day special
session and the legislative staff has
received few new requests for drafting
bills.
Gary Luhr, deputy director of the
Legislative Research Commission, said
the staff has received 130 bill requests,
"two-thirds of which were before or on
the day of the special session last
month. We have not had that many
additional ones since then."
A total of 11 of the bills prefiled for the
first special session have been re-
introduced, but four others have been
withdrawn by their sponsors. No new
bills have been pre-filed.
Lahr said that 10 of the 130 requests
are bills proposed by the ad-
ministration and submitted to the LRC
for review.
Most of the other bill requests
represent ideas for legislation by in-
dividual legislators which are put into
bill form and prepared for introduction
by the staff. It i„s then up to the
lawmaker whether to go ahead with the
introduction.
Luhr said just over 60 percent of the
requests received by the LRC during
the 1978 regular legislative session
were actually introduced.
The same rate would mean about 76
bills for the upcoming special session,
but other measures are expected to
develop as the session gets underway.
Luhr said 81 bills were Introduced
during the last full special session in
December .1978.
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall called the
lawmakers into special session in
November to consider several issues
relating to tax relief and utility rate
reform. The session was originally set
to begin Dec. 11 but was delayed two
days by flooding in Frankfort arid then
adjourned after Gov. Julian Carroll
called another session for Monday. _
Mrs. Stovall has not released any -
proposed legislation to accompany the
Issues she outlined in her call and has
indicated it will be up to the legislators
to come up with the laws.
Carroll has since added 16 items to
the agenda of the special session and is
expected to have specific legislation
ready for introduction this week in
several of those areas.
Among the governor's items ex-
Acted to receive quick introduction
and possibly quick action by the
Legislature are those which would
require financial disclosure by public
andel., and employees within 45 days
of employmcd; provide for continued
salary for police officers disabled in the
course of employment; drop the legal
requirement for county governments to
provide office space for state probation
and parole officers; change state law
relating to inspection of mobile homes
to allow the state to continue the in-
spections instead of having the federal
government take them over.
Session....
(Continued From Page One)
a plan ready by today, though it won't
be a budget-cutting blueprint. Her staff
has been unable to get the necessary
information from state agencies to
suggest specific cuts, he said.
Meanwhile, the Legislature is no
closer now that it was two months ago
to determining the amount of surplus in
the $7.5 billion state budget. Mrs.
Stovall has said much of the "fat" lies
in the Capital Construction Fund, which
is used to finance major building
projects.
Mrs. Stovall's agenda items include a
proposed freeze on property taxes, a
$200 increase in the standard individual
deduction on state income taxes,
removal of the 5 percent sales tax on
home heating bills and the elimination
of $15 surcharge on minor traffic fines.
In addition to the banking proposal,
Carroll has added measures including
appropriation of possibly $3.5 million to
qualify for matching federal fund relief
money.
Other proposals added by Carroll
would give the state Transportation
Department authority to regulate and
-Inspect railroads, set up a management
board for the Kentucky Horse Park
. near Lexington, raise the ceiling for
imadvertised bidding on state pur-
chases from $1,000 to $7,500, and
establish a prcigram to aid small coal




















Officials of the Tappan
Company commenting on the
unusually active trading of its
stock, have stated that they.
know of no facts involving the
company's business, other
than those preciously










If you're 65 or over, or soon will be,
then you owe it to yourself to look into the
benefits of the NEW Blue Cross and Blue Shield
High Option Medicare Supplement Program.
Under this plan you get a lifetime maximum
coverage of $250,000. This valuable cover-
age supplements your Medicare without
duplicating it. TI' Plan pays the deductible
and co-payment provisions of Medicare Part
A for each spell of illness. And it pays in full
hospital charges for outpatient services not
covered by Medicare
-This program also provides additional bene-
fits, after an annual deductible is met, for
physician's charges, home health services.
skilled nursing facilities, plus more.
There are no health questions to answer,
however, new members have a 6-month
waiting period for preexisting conditions.
Prescription Drug Coverage
This High Option Medicare Supplement
Plan provides prescription drug bene-
fits Drugs requiring prescriptions will
—be covered at the rate of 80% after
a separate deductible of $100 per
calendar year
— — .
Present Blue Cross and Blue Shield mem-
bers having met the waiting period and
desiring to upgrade their present Medicare
Supplement coverage to the new High
-Option Program have no waiting period.
To get all the details on this quality, prepaid
health care plan, mail the coupon today.
Complete and mail to
Special Accounts Division, Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Kentucky, 9901 Linn Station Road, Louisville, KY 40223
Pkase send me information about the High Option
$250,000 Medicare Supplement Program. I understand no




City/State  ZIP 
I arn presently amember of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Ky. My Certificate No
*Rog Mork SW. Cross Amor • iblim Mark Blue Shield AMP" Farm Bureau Members, Please See Your Farm Bureau Agent
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